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Riassunto Italiano
Introduzione
Il Progetto Archeologico Bova Marina lavora a Bova Marina (Reggio Calabria) dal 1997, sotto
la guida preziosa della Soprintendenza Archeologica della Calabria. Lo scopo del progetto, diretto da
John Robb, David Yoon e Lin Foxhall, è quello di comprendere le testimonianze antiche, sia di epoca
preistorica che storica, nella regione meridionale dell’Aspromonte. Dal 1997 ad oggi sono state effettuate
ricognizioni di superficie sistematiche e dal 1998 si è intrepresa l’attività di scavo

La campagna di scavo del 2000
La campagna di scavo del 2000 ha avuto luogo tra il 26 giugno ed il 25 luglio 2000, con un
gruppo di 28 partecipanti. Le prime due settimane di campagna sono state rivolte all’attività ricognitiva e
di preparazione dello scavo. Dal 10 al 21 luglio è invece iniziato lo scavo di diversi siti: Umbro (sia per
l’area di epoca Neolitica che per quella di età del Bronzo), due siti preistorici limitrofi (Limaca e
Penitenzeria) ed il sito Greco di Umbro.

Scavo di Umbro di epoca Neolitica
La campagna di scavo 2000 nell’area di epoca neolitica del sito di Umbro (Trincea 1) è stata
limitata rispetto agli anni precedenti. Si è estesa la trincea ad ovest in direzione della parete rocciosa sulla
quale si addossa il sito; si è potuto osservare che che il deposito archeologico ha una profondità maggiore
di quanto previsto benchè parte di tale deposito sia stata seriamente danneggiata in antico. Si è inoltre
terminato di scavare la parte settentrionale della trincea fino al banco di roccia. Un interessante
ritrovamento è rappresentato da una fina lente, apparentemente di argilla pura, posta lungo il profilo
settentrionale. Tale argilla deve essere stata importata sul sito in forma pura, e potrebbe dimostrare lo
svolgimento di una qualche attività ceramica, come confermerebbe il ritrovamento di numerosi utensili
per la produzione e la decorazione di vasi. Le dimensioni limitate del sito, la presenza di numerosi utensili
così come altri indizi hanno fatto pensare ad un’area di produzione specializzata utilizzata da un gruppo
ristretto di persone piuttosto che ad un insediamento di tipo abitativo.

Scavi di Umbro di età del Bronzo
Gli scavi del 1999 hanno portato alla luce un insolito deposito di tre vasi integri posti su di un
acciottolato. Tale ritrovamento potrebbe essere ricondotto a resti di una deposizione funeraria, forse
associati ad una tomba a “grotticella” come in alcuni siti di età del Bronzo della Sicilia orientale. Per
confermare tale ipotesi si è esteso lo scavo del sito del Bronzo Antico di Umbro (Trincea 6). All’interno
della trincea è venuta alla luce una struttura del Bronzo Antico consistente in un basso bacino di forma
ovale scavato nella roccia, riempito di argilla sterile e quindi coperto da un acciottolato. Un muro è stato
ricavato tagliando il banco roccioso tuttavia non si ha evidenza di altri muri o di tracce di crollo degli
stessi sugli altri lati della struttura. Le dimensioni totali della struttura sono di ca. 5x3 m. e benché molto
sia stato rivelato dallo scavo si è ancora lontani da una comprensione esaustiva del sito. E’ interessante
notare che l’intera struttura era ricoperta da uno strato di crollo della parete rocciosa all’interno del quale
sono stati trovati frammenti ceramici del Bronzo Antico; questo ha fatto supporre che esistessero
occupazioni contemporanee sulla collina al di sopra della Trincea 6. E’ stata infatti accertata l’esistenza di
livelli di età del Bronzo al di sopra della Trincea 3, tuttavia lo spessore e l’estensione di tali livelli
dovranno essere verificati con ulteriori indagini.

Saggi di scavo a Limaca e Penitenzeria
Sono stati effettuati due saggi di scavo in due siti preistorici della zona di Umbro.
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Limaca è situato a circa 200 metri a nord di Umbro. Individuato per la prima volta da S. Stranges
e L. Saccà e nuovamente ricognito dal nostro gruppo nel 1997 e nel 1998, appariva come una
concentrazione di ceramica post-neolitica su una piccola prominenza a ridosso della gola che limita il lato
settentrionale della piana di Umbro.
Gli obbiettivi del saggio di scavo erano quelli di definire la localizzazione, la natura e la densità
del deposito archeologico. Sono state aperte due trincee. La Trincea 1, di 1x2 metri e situata a sudovest
del sito, è stata aperta in una zona con una discreta quantità di ceramica, che si è rivelata purtroppo fuori
contesto. La trincea 2, di 1x2 metri e situata a nord del sito, è stata aperta in una zona con materiale di
superficie ma ha restituito livelli del tutto sterili. Questo ha portato ad ipotizzare che il sito fosse
originariamente situato in prossimità della zona più alta, vicino alla Trincea, e che il materiale localizzato
più in basso (Trincea 2) sia in realtà frutto del dilavamento. La ceramica recuperata dalla Trincea 1 è
chiaramente post-Neolitica, e tre pezzi diagnostici sono riferibili all’età del Bronzo.
Penitenzeria è un sito preistorico posto in uno spazio aperto a 150 metri a sudovest di Umbro,
scoperto dal nostro gruppo di ricognizione nel 1999. Il ritrovamento del sito si è rivelato piuttosto
interessante vista la probabile attribuzione al Neolitico; poiché Umbro sembra essere un sito di
produzione specializzata piuttosto che un abitato stabile per un ampio gruppo, il ritrovare un sito
all’aperto, probabilmente contemporaneo, nelle vicinanze si è rivelato molto interessante. Dopo aver
effettuato una intensa raccolta di superficie misurata, sono state scavate due trincee che hanno rivelato una
stratigrafia omogenea. Entrambe presentavano un livello di arativo ed un deposito archeologico riferibile
al post-Neolitico (probabilmente età del Bronzo). La trincea 2 ha inoltre restituito testimonianze relative
ad un secondo orizzonte cronologico caratterizzato da ceramica d’impasto ed ossidiana, con possibili
frammenti di Ceramica Impressa; tale livello potrebbe rivelarsi di epoca neolitica, tuttavia, essendo posto
ad una certa profondità (1,20 metri al di sotto del piano di campagna), richiede ulteriori indagini.

Il sito Greco di Umbro: sondaggi di scavo
Il sito Greco di Umbro è posto a 250 metri a sud del sito preistorico, sulla sommità di un piccolo
affioramento roccioso discendente. Il sito è stato localizzato per la prima volta da S. Stranges e L. Saccà e
definito come una densa concentrazione di laterizi e ceramica. Sono statieffettuati tre saggi esplorativi con
lo scopo di determinare la datazione, la durata e la funzione del sito. Il primo di questi mostrava un’altra
concentrazione di ceramica, non in giacitura primaria e, subito dopo, il banco roccioso. Il secondo saggio
ha messo in evidenza la sezione di un muro Greco; quest’ultimo era costruito con grandi blocchi
quadrangolari in arenaria a superficie spianata e scanalatura inferiore. La terza trincea ha messo in luce
una densa concentrazione di ceramica con larghi frammenti di pithoi che potrebbe rappresentare il butto
esterno di una struttura posta sulla parte più alta del sito. Il materiale ritrovato restituisce una datazione al
tardo periodo Arcaico e Classico (VI-IV sec a.C.). Rimane difficile effettuare una datazione più precisa ed
è possibile che il sito sia stato occupato per un insolitamente lungo periodo di tempo. Il materiale ritrovato
include ceramica a vernice nera, ceramica grezza e laterizi, nonché un peso da telaio fittile, una
riparazione fittile di vaso ed una scheggia di ossidiana probabilmente utilizzata in antico come dente per
un utensile da trebbiatura.

Ricognizioni di superficie
La ricognizione di superficie è stata effettuata con lo stesso metodo utilizzato nelle campagne
precedenti: camminamenti sistematici per transetti. I dati raccolti riguardano sia il materiale ritrovato che
l’uso del territorio, la geologia e le risorse naturali presenti nella zona indagata. Nel 2000 sono stati
coperti un totale di 171 ettari, portando così il totale dell’area esplorata a 4,18 Km2. Per la prima volta
sono state effettuate ricognizioni nel comune di Bova Superiore così come a Bova Marina. A Bova
Superiore sono state indagate aree sparse tra Umbro e Bova nonché l’altopiano noto come Campi di Bova.
Sono stati inoltre nuovamente ricogniti un numero di siti individuati negli anni precedenti.
Sono stati individuati un totale di 13 siti che portano il numero totale di siti ricogniti a 50. In
questo numero sono da includere sei siti Romani, tre siti Preistorici, un sito Greco, un sito di cronologia
imprecisata, un sito medievale ed il Castello di Bova con frequentazioni di epoca preistorica e medievale.
Attenzione particolare merita il ritrovamento di una tazzina biansata, scoperta tra i massi ai piedi del
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punto più alto del Castello di Bova e probabilmente appartenente ad una tomba di epoca preistorica. I
risultati del lavoro di quest’anno confermo l’alta densità di siti di epoche diverse presenti nell’area, con
una tendenza, per gli insediamenti di periodi particolari, a concentrarsi in piccoli gruppi, così come
succede per i siti del Bronzo di Agrillei.
Nessuno dei siti ricogniti nel 2000 appare a rischio di distruzione per attività dell’uomo.

Indagini future
L’attività di ricognizione dovrà coprire alcune parti del Comune di Bova Marina lasciate
scoperte, mentre l’ispezione delle zone d’altura iniziata quest’anno dovrà essere ampliata
considerevolmente se si vuole avere una visione completa delle modalità di insediamento d’altura in
antico.
Il programma di saggi esplorativi si è rivelato efficace e ci si augura di poterlo continuare con
scavi più estensivi, in particolare a Penitenzeria. Considerando che questo sito potrebbe rappresentare un
insediamento esteso coevo ad Umbro, è particolarmente importante poterlo indagare al fine di ricostruire
le testimonianze Neolitiche nella zona. Ulteriori indagini a Limaca potrebbero consistere nello scavo di
piccole trincee al centro del livello posto sulla parte più alta del sito con lo scopo di mettere in luce il
deposito in situ. I Saggi di scavo effettuati hanno dimostrato che il sito Greco è ben conservato, presenta
un deposito archeologico considerevole e rappresenta una classe di siti (piccoli insediamenti rurali) poco
conosciuti per questo periodo in Italia. E’ quindi implicito che esso richieda uno scavo più estensivo.
Gli scavi di epoca neolitica ad Umbro stanno volgendo al termine e le indagini future dovrebbero
essere piuttosto limitate. I due obbiettivi principali saranno quelli di stabilire il livello più basso della
Trincea 1 e di esaminare la lente di argilla potenzialmente associata alla produzione ceramica che è stata
messa in evidenza lungo il margine settentrionale negli ultimi giorni della campagna del 2000. I lavori da
effettuare nella zona di età del Bronzo del sito (Trincea 6) saranno rivolti allo scavo della struttura del
Bronzo, sia per quanto riguarda le aree inesplorate della pavimentazione che quelle di deposito della
superficie. Ulteriore oggetto di indagine sarà l’altura posta al di sopra della Trincea 6 allo scopo di
verificare o meno tracce di frequentazione di età del Bronzo, vista la presenza di materiale di questo
periodo negli strati superiori del riempimento della Trincea 6, probabilmente dilavati in quest’ultima da
zone più elevate.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The 2000 field season of the Bova
Marina Archaeological Project took place
between June 26 and July 25, 2000, with a crew
of 23-28 people. This season was the fourth
campaign of field survey, and the third year of
excavations at Umbro. The field survey, again
under the co-direction of David Yoon and Lin
Foxhall, both filled in gaps in coverage in the
comune of Bova Marina and began survey
coverage in the comune of Bova Superiore.
Prehistoric excavation, directed by John Robb,
continued in the Neolithic and Early Bronze
Age areas at Umbro. Test excavations were
carried out in two prehistoric sites near Umbro,
Penitenzeria and Limaca. Test excavations were
also carried out in the Greek site at Umbro
under the direction of David Yoon and Lin
Foxhall.

from previous seasons now stored in the Museo
Nazionale in Reggio Calabria.
Logistically, fieldwork continued in
2000 much as in previous years. The only
unplanned contingency was due to a delay in
receiving permission to excavate, which did not
arrive until July 10. As a result, rather than
running the field survey and the excavations
concurrently, the entire crew spent the period
June 26-July 9 surveying and the period July 10July 22 excavating. While this did not impede
overall progress, it did mean that excavations
had to be conducted in great haste and with
large crews on site, which at times occasioned
some confusion.
This report was prepared in November,
2000. It should be noted that this is earlier than
previous annual reports have been written, due
to an Italian governmental policy change which
requires excavation reports and permit renewal
applications to be submitted by the end of the
calendar year. For this reason, fewer of the postexcavation analyses are available at the time of
writing than in past years; this report focuses
primarily upon documenting the actual
fieldwork rather than the finds. Specialist
reports on ceramics, lithics, fauna and flora will
be included in the 2001 report.

Besides these activities, which are
described below, we carried out a number of
other projects. The geological resources survey,
which involved systematic rock sample
collections at intervals up the Fiumara
Amendolea, was completed; results are being
studied at the time of writing. Even more
significantly, a lab crew of 4-6 people worked
every day documenting finds. Beyond logging
and cleaning finds as they were brought in, the
lab crew carried out flotation of soil samples,
studied and inventoried the prehistoric ceramics
and some of the survey finds, and drew finds
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2. 2000 FIELD SURVEY (DAVID YOON)
essentially the same as in previous years. We
worked in crews of five to eight persons. All
survey was carried out within defined “areas,”
fields or other definable tracts ranging from 0.04
to 13.7 ha in size. All areas were to be walked in
parallel transects with the crew members spaced
10 meters apart. Previously identified sites were
to be collected more intensively, using either a
systematic grid of 10-m2 collection areas or total
collection of all artifacts observed. In the
majority of cases this strategy was followed
adequately, although in some areas the regular
transects were impossible due to difficult terrain
or dense vegetation.

2.1. Background
Since 1997 we have been conducting
survey in the comune of Bova Marina, to
investigate the patterns of settlement and land
use from prehistory to the modern era. Our
fourth season of work, in 2000, co-directed by
David Yoon and Lin Foxhall, was a continuation
of the research done in previous years. The
specific goals addressed in 2000 were to expand
the survey farther into the interior, to investigate
whether evidence of medieval settlement could
be found, and to improve the completeness and
representativeness of our survey sample.
We decided that expansion of the
survey into the comune of Bova Superiore was
essential for sampling a complete landscape.
The territories of Bova and Bova Marina formed
a single administrative unit from the Middle
Ages until recently, and it is likely that they
were treated as a unit in earlier periods as well.
Interior areas are likely to have been used for
various purposes in the past, including
permanent settlement as well as specialized
activities, and the prevailing north-south
direction of ridges and valleys means that the
interior areas most likely to have been
connected with coastal Bova Marina are those in
Bova Superiore. Because medieval settlement is
known historically to have been focused on the
hill town of Bova, it was expected that small
medieval sites would be more common in the
interior. Since we had not been able to identify
medieval sites with certainty in Bova Marina,
we hoped that we might find demonstrably
medieval assemblages in Bova Superiore to
compare with undated post-Roman assemblages
found in Bova Marina.

The 2000 survey was conducted from
30 June to 12 July. This included 4 days of
survey with one crew, 3 days of survey with two
crews, and 4 days of survey with three crews. In
all this represents 108.5 person-days of work.
The fieldwalking survey in 2000
covered a total of approximately 171 ha, of
which 7.5 ha had been surveyed in previous
years and 163.5 ha were new (Plan 1, 2). We
defined 101 new survey areas in 2000,
numbered (with some gaps and repetitions) 155
through 256 (two of these, Areas 158 and 188,
correspond to parts of various areas done in
previous years), and revisited several other areas
from previous years. All areas were surveyed by
systematic transect-walking except Area 210 (a
steep hill covered with dense, spiny vegetation)
and some of the areas corresponding to sites
found in previous years.
In planning the 2000 survey we
developed a new sampling strategy intended to
take into account the expansion of the survey
into the comune of Bova Superiore in addition
to Bova Marina. In order to ensure adequate
attention to a full range of elevations and
environments, we designated a series of eastwest transects 0.5 km wide and spaced 2 km
apart as the principal sampling units of our
survey. Most survey areas in 2000 were in or
near these sample transects. The transects
provide a series of cross-sections across the
ridges and valleys that run north-south, and at
the same time provide a series of samples at
different elevations and distances from the
coast. Obviously, many of our survey areas from
previous years do not fit this sampling strategy,
but it provides a system within which survey
areas can be selected efficiently in the future.

The survey work done from 1997 to
1999 was scattered in various locations, with
few large blocks of complete coverage. In order
to understand the relationships between sites,
however, it is important to do complete survey
of larger areas. Also, it is important that these
areas represent adequately the range of
environments available. Therefore, in addition
to survey in Bova, we continued to add survey
areas in Bova Marina, in all cases chosen to
form larger blocks of continuous survey
covering a variety of geological and
environmental situations.
The methods used in 2000 were
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Much of the territory included in our
sample transects is difficult or impossible to
survey, however. Large areas, especially in
Bova Superiore, are too rugged and too far from
useable roads to be surveyed adequately in a
reasonable amount of time. Similarly large areas
have recently been fenced off, making access
more difficult. For these reasons a completely
representative sample of the present-day land
surface will not be practicable.

Site 5 (Pisciotta C, Area 7). Site, < 0.4
ha. Bronze Age? This site, reported to us by S.
Stranges and L. Saccà, is located on a rocky hill
along the ridge to the east of the San Pasquale
valley. The site has been visited for surface
collections in 1997 (Robb 1997), 1998, and
2000. A scatter of prehistoric pottery was found
on the peak of the hill and just below it on the
western side. Most of this pottery was
nondiagnostic but probably post-Neolithic. One
rim would be compatible with a Bronze Age or
Iron Age date, and previous collections
described by Saccà would tentatively support a
Bronze Age date.

The ceramic classification used for
dating the sites is essentially the same as in
1999, with a few minor modifications primarily
to accommodate a greater range of early modern
and possibly medieval wares encountered when
the survey was extended towards Bova
Superiore. In addition, the detailed study of the
prehistoric fabrics undertaken by K. Michelaki
has improved somewhat our ability to
distinguish broad divisions of prehistoric
pottery.

Site 14 (Panaghia A, Areas 51, 55,
206). Site, ca. 1 ha. Roman. This site, reported
to us by S. Stranges and L. Saccà , was first
surveyed in 1997 as Area 51. At that time a
variety of examples of Roman pottery and tile,
predominantly early imperial, were collected.
When the site was revisited in 1998, a trench
had been dug in the northwestern part of Area
51, apparently for construction, cutting through
a Roman structure with tile roof, masonry walls,
and opus signinum floor before being halted. In
the disturbed ground around this trench we
collected more Roman artifacts, including the
base of an ARS bowl with feather-rouletting on
the interior, dating to the 5th or 6th century AD.
We made a series of controlled surface
collections in the field extending north of this
trench (Area 55). For the most part these
collections produced little or no Roman
material, except for a low-density scatter about
100 meters away from the structure. This year
we made another set of controlled surface
collections in Area 206, a citrus grove
overlapping the southwestern part of Area 51.
These collections enabled us better to define the
extent of the site and produced better
quantitative evidence on its artifact assemblage.
The artifacts have not yet been fully studied, but
the collections included abundant tile and local
Roman amphora sherds, as well as an ARS
Hayes 91B (AD 380–450), an ARS cookware
Hayes 197 (AD 180–400), and five mosaic
tesserae (four white and one green).

2.2. Sites investigated in 2000
We assigned 13 new site numbers in
2000, bringing the total to 50.
As in 1999, these represent both “sites”
with a well-defined location and extent, and
“scatters” of artifacts that are either too few or
too diffuse for location and extent to be defined
clearly. Some are classified as scatters because
the date of the artifacts was not recognized in
the field, so no information on location and
extent was collected. Some of these may be
definable as sites, however, if more precise
information can be obtained by revisiting them
and investigating them more carefully. This is
particularly true for Sites 46, 47, 48, and 50.
The list here includes the sites visited in 2000;
other sites are described in detail in the report
on the 1999 season (Yoon 1999).
Site 4 (Pisciotta B, Area 6). Site, ca.
0.1 ha. Roman. This site is located near the crest
of the ridge overlooking the southeastern end of
the San Pasquale valley. A small scatter,
approximately 15 meters wide, of Roman
(probably Late Roman or possibly early
medieval) tile and pottery fragments was found
along the center and eastern side of the ridge
near the summit. Relatively little was found
compared to Site 38 farther down the ridge. Site
4 may represent a small agricultural structure
related to Site 38 or may be a later continuation
of it.

Site 15 (Agrillei A, Area 52). Site, <
0.5 ha. Prehistoric. This site is located on a
small promontory at the southeastern end of the
Agrillei plateau near the border between Bova
Marina and Palizzi, overlooking the sea. The
presence of a prehistoric site here was reported
to us by L. Saccà. Collections in 1997 and 1998
produced a significant quantity of prehistoric
impasto sherds, mostly from the southern face of
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the hill, just below the crest. A revisit in 2000
found only three more prehistoric sherds, all
heavily eroded. None of the fragments appear to
be useful chronological indicators. The presence
of a flat area at the summit and buried terrace
walls eroding out of the slope suggests modern
earth-moving, so the site may not be in its
original location. Several probably Greek or
Roman sherds indicate the possibility of a Greek
or Roman occupation somewhere in the vicinity
as well.

imperial location of a farm building and Site 4 is
its late imperial to early medieval successor.
Site 39 (Agrillei B, Area 165). Site, ca.
0.1 ha. Prehistoric (Bronze Age?). This site is
located on the opposite (eastern) slope of the
ravine below Site 5, in an area recently
reforested with pine trees. The site itself is a
small area about 40 meters east-west and 20
north-south, located in the lower part of the
slope just above some large boulder outcrops.
The site is a small but fairly dense scatter of
prehistoric pottery, mostly nondiagnostic but
probably post-Neolithic in date, based on
general fabric appearance. The site may have
suffered disturbance both from erosion in the
ravine and from recent terracing for
reforestation.

Site 23 (Carusena, Areas 91, 148, 188).
Scatter. Prehistoric. Two small prehistoric
sherds were found in Area 91 in 1998.
Reexamination this year of Area 91 plus the
slopes above it to the north failed to turn up any
additional evidence of a prehistoric site.
Therefore, this findspot should probably be
considered background scatter rather than a site.
Site 24 (Zaccaria, Areas 96, 158). Site,
ca. 0.15 ha. Roman. This site, located on the
middle part of a clay slope in the valley of the
Torrente Sideroni, was first located in 1998. At
that time a few possibly Roman artifacts were
found in a diffuse scatter, but no clear
concentration was observed. A close
reexamination this year found that the premodern artifacts (probably late Roman or early
medieval) all occurred in a limited area in the
southeast corner of Area 96. Relatively few
artifacts were found compared to most Roman
sites; it should be noted, however, that the site
directly adjoins a fenced field to the south that
has not been surveyed, so it is possible that
more of the site remains to be found.

Site 40 (Agrillei C, Area 169). Site, ca.
0.05 ha. Prehistoric (Bronze Age?). This site is
located on a steep slope reforested with pine
trees, approximately 50 to 100 meters south of
Site 39. Despite poor visibility and difficulty
surveying the slope, a sparse scatter of
prehistoric pottery was found, consisting mostly
of nondiagnostic body sherds, probably of postNeolithic date. Several marine clam shells were
also found. Due to the location of the site just
below the crest of a steep, formerly eroding
slope, it was thought that the artifacts might
have been eroding from the field at the top of
the slope, but no prehistoric artifacts were found
there, suggesting that the slope itself was the
location of the site, although all artifacts
recovered may well have been found in
secondary context.

Site 38 (Pisciotta G, Area 6). Site, ca.
0.15 ha. Roman. This site is located on the same
ridge as Site 4, less than 100 meters to the south.
Surface visibility is poor due to dense weeds
and scrub. The site is a small but dense scatter
of Roman tile and pottery. The tile is in typical
mid to late imperial forms; the pottery fragments
are all nondiagnostic, consisting of a mixture of
local Late Roman coarseware (possibly
amphora) sherds and imported African and
possibly eastern Mediterranean amphoras,
probably of mid to late imperial date. The
proximity of this site to Site 4, also of
approximately Late Roman date, raises the
question of their relationship. One possibility is
that they are two separate functional areas of
one farm complex (perhaps a residential
structure with a tiled roof at Site 38 and another
important activity location at Site 4). Another
possibility is that Site 38 is the mid to late

Site 41 (Marcasita B, Areas 137, 214).
Site, ca. 0.5 ha? Roman. Site 32 (Areas 136 and
137) was revisited in 2000 and some adjoining
areas not done in 1999 were newly surveyed; as
a result of this work it was decided that what
had been listed as Site 32 in 1999 should instead
be listed as two separate sites. Site 32 remains
the designation for the northeastern scatter in
Area 136, which includes both prehistoric
(possibly Neolithic) and Roman artifacts. The
southwestern scatter in Area 137 has now been
designated Site 41. There is an empty space of
about 50 meters between Site 32 and Site 41,
and Site 41 differs in having little or no
prehistoric material. Area 214, which adjoins
Area 137, was found to contain a continuation
of the artifact scatter of Site 41, as well as a
rectilinear arrangement of large stones, which
may be the remains of a house foundation. The
artifact assemblage appears to be Late Roman or
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early medieval in date, consisting of roof tile
(some of it belonging to the probably late type
that resembles amphora sherds) and local
coarseware sherds, without any identified
imports. One rim appears to be of Late Roman
or early medieval cooking ware. As with Sites 4
and 38, the close proximity of two scatters of
similar date raises the question of their
relationship. The same possibilities exist in this
instance: there may be one farm complex with
separate building/activity locations at Sites 32
and 41, or Site 41 may be the late ancient/early
medieval successor to a mid to late imperial
occupation at Site 32. Further investigation of
this site is very important, to map the
distributions of finds and stone alignments in
more detail and possibly to investigate by a test
excavation at some point whether a Late Roman
building is present and, if so, to determine the
state of preservation of the site.

past for agriculture, as shown by terrace walls.
On the steep rocky slope and along the upper
edge of the flat upper area, numerous fragments
of Roman tile and pottery were found. Little was
found in the other parts of the area; however, the
other parts of the area were mostly covered with
thick grassy vegetation, making it difficult to
find anything on the surface. At present the
evidence, consisting of artifacts found in two
separate eroding patches, does not provide much
indication of the size and nature of the site, but a
small farm seems most likely. It would be useful
to re-examine the area if it should be possible to
see it under better conditions with less ground
cover, for example after burning or plowing.
Site 44 (Grappidà, Area 240). Site, ca.
0.05 ha? Greek. This site was reported to us by
L. Saccà. It is located just below the summit of
M. Grappidà, on the western side. It consists of
a small scatter of pottery and burnt mudbrick.
The pottery fragments collected were not
diagnostic, but included a typical range of Greek
coarsewares (both cooking ware and pithos) and
a fragment of a black-gloss cup. A sample of
mudbrick was collected and analyzed for
botanical inclusions (see below). The presence
of burnt mudbrick suggests the presence of a
structure destroyed by fire. Based on the artifact
assemblage, this is likely to be an ordinary rural
domestic context such as a farmhouse or
fieldhouse. If it has not been too deeply
disturbed by erosion or agriculture, and if it was
still in use at the time of its burning, sudden
destruction may have preserved a relatively
complete domestic assemblage in situ. This site
should be revisited to determine the extent of
the scatter more precisely and to obtain
additional collections. If possible, it may be an
interesting candidate for excavation at some
point, due to the possible presence of a burned
structure.

Site 42 (Panaghia D, Areas 198, 208).
Site, ca. 0.5 ha. Roman. Area 198 is an olive
grove about 100 meters northwest of Site 14;
Area 208 is the northwestern half of the same
citrus grove as Area 206 (which contains part of
Site 14). Both are relatively level, near the upper
edge of a terrace of the San Pasquale valley. We
did controlled surface collections on a
systematic grid in both areas. Very little
diagnostic pottery was found, but the southern
half of Area 198 and the adjoining part of Area
208 appears to contain a dense scatter of Roman
tile and amphora sherds (the finds have not yet
been studied). There is a clear gap between this
scatter and Site 14, in which very few artifacts
are found, so this scatter has been given a
separate site number, but considering the
proximity and similar date, it is quite possible
that they are functionally related. The presence
of tile and amphora sherds but not other pottery
suggests that this site may consist of agricultural
outbuildings associated with a villa complex
whose residential portion is Site 14. Some slabs
of marble, probably architectural, were found
amid the tile scatter, though. These would be
more appropriate for the residential portion of a
villa, if they are in fact of Roman date and
associated with the tile scatter.

Site 45 (Bova Castello, Areas 241–
246). Site, area surveyed = ca. 1.9 ha but most
of site is probably under modern habitation.
Prehistoric, Medieval. It is of course well known
that the hill town of Bova was the principal
focus of settlement in the region from the
Middle Ages until recently. That there was a
prehistoric occupation on the same location has
also been known for some time (Cardosa 1995).
We surveyed the accessible portions of this site
in order to investigate the range of prehistoric
artifacts present and to obtain collections of
pottery from the medieval occupation for
comparison with other assemblages. The site is
located on a high conical hill with large

Site 43 (Turdari, Area 224). Site, ca.
0.2 ha? Roman. Area 224 is located on the
slopes overlooking the valley of the Torrente
Turdari, just before it enters the San Pasquale
valley. It consists of a relatively flat upper area,
part of which was formerly used as a vineyard,
separated by a steep rocky slope from a
moderately sloping lower area, also used in the
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outcrops of sandstone at the summit. The
southern face of the hill is covered by the
modern town of Bova; the medieval settlement
was probably also concentrated in this area. Our
survey was therefore restricted to the northern
face of the hill and some accessible patches on
the summit. We found a large amount of tile on
the upper slope just below the remains of the
castello at the summit, and also on the eastern
slope below the modern road up to the summit.
Relatively little pottery was found except at or
near the summit, and very little of it is
diagnostic elements; most of it is modern, but
some is probably medieval. Only a few
prehistoric artifacts were found, but one of these
is remarkable. A whole miniature pot (a
hemispherical bowl with two vertical loop
handles) was found resting on gravel in a
sheltered location at the foot of the rock

outcrops at the northeastern corner of the
summit (area 246).
A few scraps of human bone were also
found there. This appears to be the remains of a
prehistoric burial, either robbed or eroded fairly
recently, that may have been located originally
in a crevice behind the location where the pot
was found. Two large pieces of ancient roof tile
were noticed (but not collected) in a pile of
building rubble at the summit; one appeared to
be Greek, the other Roman. It is possible that
these are evidence of ancient occupation on this
site, but it is more likely that they have been
transported to Bova from another site.

Site 46 (L’Annunziata A, Areas 197,
201, 203). Scatter. Prehistoric, Roman. Areas
197, 201, and 203 are located along a ridge
extending southeast from the Bova Superiore
cemetery. In addition to a scatter of
modern tile probably associated with
the cemetery and a modern farm
building, some prehistoric and Roman
artifacts were found. The prehistoric
finds comprised several fragments of
pottery, none diagnostic, but generally
resembling Bronze Age fabrics in
appearance. The Roman (or possibly
early medieval) artifacts consisted
mostly of tile pieces, including several
fragments of thin cover tiles in a fabric
resembling
local
Late
Roman
amphoras, and a few fragments of
pottery, including one amphora sherd
which, although eroded, could be seen
to contain black volcanic inclusions,
Figure 1.
Bova Castello: findspot of complete
suggesting that it is either a Central
prehistoric pot (Area 246)
Italian amphora or a Late Roman
amphora 1 from the eastern
Mediterranean. This site must be
revisited to determine the location and
extent of the prehistoric and Roman
artifact scatters. Most importantly, one
of the prehistoric sherds was quite
large and not eroded significantly,
suggesting that it had only recently
been dug or eroded from its context.

Figure 2. Bova Castello: complete prehistoric vessel
from Area 246.
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Site 47 (Filiciana, Area 237).
Scatter. Roman. This site is located in
an olive grove at the southwestern end
of M. Brigha. A scatter of Roman tile
was found, along with a few fragments
of pottery. The pottery is not
diagnostic but may be compatible with
a Late Roman or early medieval date.
This site must be revisited to
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determine the location and extent of the artifact
scatter and to search for diagnostic artifacts.

bricks.
Coltène lab-putty, an elastomeric putty
typically used for dental casts, was used to make
positive casts of plant impressions on the mudbrick fragments. Preparation and use of the
Coltène lab-putty followed the manufacturer’s
instructions. Impressions were only taken from
the external surfaces and the mud-bricks,
although friable, were not further broken down
for this analysis. Identifications were made
using a low-power, binocular microscope at
magnifications of x12 to x50 and in comparison
to the English Heritage seed collection housed at
the Centre for Archaeology, Fort Cumberland,
Portsmouth. Nomenclature for the cereal grain
recovered follows the traditional binomial
system presented in Zohary and Hopf (1994:
58, Table 1).

Site 48 (M. Trigoni? Filiciana? Area
231). Scatter. Roman. The location of this site is
uncertain due to recording errors in the field. It
consists of a small collection of Roman tile and
pottery, including both local coarsewares and
two possible examples of African amphora. This
site must be revisited to determine the location
and extent of the artifact scatter and to search
for diagnostic artifacts.
Site 49 (Agrillei D, Area 212). Scatter.
Medieval? This site is located on the southern
edge of the Agrillei plateau, overlooking the sea,
in an area reforested with pine trees. A few
pieces of tile and pottery were collected from
this area. The tile is in fabrics resembling
Roman tile (and distinct from modern tile
fabrics), but only curved cover tiles are present.
The pottery consists of one sherd of Roman or
medieval coarseware and one decorated
fragment with red and green paint on a white tin
glaze, which may be either medieval or modern.
It would be useful to revisit this site to
determine whether an artifact concentration can
be defined and if so to define its location and
extent.

This analysis showed that the vast majority
of impressions are of chopped grass or straw.
Currently it is not possible to distinguish stalks
of large wild grasses (POACEAE) from cereal
straw. Approximately 100 grass/cereal straw
impressions occur on these mud-brick
fragments. Because the bricks are rounded and
weathered, most of the ‘straw’ impressions are
incomplete, however, those that appear to
preserve the full length of the ‘straw’ are all
approximately 2.5-3 cm (approximately 1 inch)
in length. This suggests that the ‘straw’ was
intentionally chopped to this length.

Site 50 (L’Annunziata B, Area 211).
Scatter. Unknown. Area 211 is located on a
steep, eroded slope about 100 meters southwest
of the Bova cemetery. The artifacts found in this
area include a few pieces of Roman tile, but not
enough to demonstrate the existence of a site. A
few fragments of pottery were also collected, of
indeterminate date, possibly prehistoric or early
medieval. This site must be revisited to
determine whether an artifact concentration
exists, and if so to determine its location and
extent and also to obtain better collections to
date the scatter.

In addition to the grass/cereal straw, one
impression of a hulled barley (Hordeum sp.)
grain in profile was preserved on the larger of
the two mud-bricks. This may suggest that
barley straw was used as temper throughout the
mud-brick, however, it does not preclude the use
other cereals or large grasses in addition to
barley straw.
There are two varieties of barley – tworowed (Hordeum distichum L.) and six-rowed
(Hordeum vulgare L.). Two-rowed and sixrowed varieties can be distinguished on either
the morphology of the grain or the rachis
internode (the spine of the cereal ear, to which
the barley grains attach). The criteria based on
barley grain (Zohary and Hopf 1994: 60-1)
relies of the trend that the lateral barley grains in
six-rowed barley are twisted. This means that if
a population of barley grain maintains a 2:1
ratio of twisted to straight barley grains it is
likely to be six-rowed barley (Hordeum vulgare
L.). Unfortunately, only one barley grain was
preserved in the mud-brick, and the ventral

2.3. Mud-brick temper impressions
from Grappidà (Wendy Smith )
Two fragments of what is presumed to be
mud-brick, subsequently fired during the
conflagration of a possible farm building were
recovered during fieldwork at Grappidà. The
mud-bricks clearly preserved impressions of the
plant matter used as temper during their
manufacture. Positive casts of these impressions
were made in order to (1) determine what plants
were used as temper, and (2) establish a
particular chronological period for the mud-
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particularly informative in terms of
establishing the chronology of these
mud-bricks.

2.4. Discussion
Expansion of survey into the
interior produced useful results.
Settlement of various periods similar
to that in Bova Marina continues
inland to Bova Superiore, at about 800
meters above sea level. The sites
found include not only Roman and
prehistoric (Bronze Age?) sites, but
also sites with an artifact assemblage
somewhat intermediate in appearance
Figure 3. Chaff impressions in mud-brick fragment
between
Roman and early modern
from Grappidà.
assemblages. This may turn out to be
evidence of medieval settlement. If so,
grove (the area where ‘twisting’ is observed)
it is likely that some is present in Bova Marina,
was not preserved in the impression. The
but that it is less frequent there than it is farther
criteria based on rachis internodes (Jacomet
from the coast. Farther inland, survey on the
1987: 30) relies on the size of the side florets
Campi di Bova, a high plateau around 1000 to
(the point where the lateral grain attaches to the
1200 meters above sea level, has not yet located
rachis internode). Side florets are well
any sites. This is not entirely surprising, as the
developed in six-rowed barley (because the
area is too high to have been used for most
lateral grains reach maturity) and poorly
agricultural purposes. Survey of additional areas
developed or ‘somewhat stunted’ in two-rowed
on the Campi di Bova should be done, however,
barley (because the lateral grains are vestigial).
to investigate whether evidence can be found of
Unfortunately, barley rachis internodes were not
low-intensity land use such as summer pasturing
identified in the analysis of these mud-bricks.
of herds.
Analysis of the Grappidà mud-brick
Continued survey around areas where
fragments established that chopped straw was
we have already worked is revealing a pattern of
the primary plant temper used in their
highly variable site density. In Varelli-Carusenamanufacture. Chopped straw appears to be one
Zaccaria, just north of the modern town of Bova
of the commonest forms of mud-brick temper to
Marina, only one pre-modern site (Roman or
be used in the past, or even at present. A. J.
early medieval) was found, in addition to some
Spencer (1979: 3) and others (Ayyad et al.
modern tile and artifact scatters. In another tract
1991: 79-80) give the basic recipe for brick
at Panaghia-Linni-Marcasita in the San Pasquale
manufacture in ancient, as well as modern,
valley, much Roman settlement has been found,
Egypt as ‘mud, chopped straw and sand.’ This
but other periods are represented only by one
basic recipe seems to be utilised elsewhere in
small prehistoric site. In tracts of comparable
the Mediterranean (e.g. Canaan 1933: 30). The
size at Umbro-Limaca-Penitenzeria-Cromidi and
use of a hulled barley grain as temper in one of
Pisciotta-Agrillei, several prehistoric and Greek
the mud-bricks is unlikely to be intentional. The
or Roman sites have been found. This pattern
grain clearly is loose, since the proximal (the
can be interpreted in two ways. One possibility
embryo end of the grain that would be attached
is that geomorphological processes during or
to the rachis internode) end was clearly in view.
before the Roman period have erased preTherefore, it seems likely that the cereal grain
Roman settlement evidence from large parts of
was accidentally incorporated, most likely as an
the landscape. The other, less pessimistic
unintentional contaminant of the cereal straw.
possibility is that different environments varied
The cultivation of naked varieties of barley
in the attractiveness for settlement in most
appears to have ceased sometime around the
periods, but that Roman settlement differed
middle Neolithic in Italy (Hopf 1991: 247), and
from other past periods in using a larger range
therefore the identification of hulled barley from
of environments. If the latter possibility can be
one of the mud-brick fragments is not
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close to a complex of modern farm buildings
and could eventually be threatened by expanded
construction. The parts of Site 45 (the castello at
Bova Superiore) that are most likely to contain
archaeological deposits are already protected,
but some disturbance may be continuing, due to
grave-robbing or altered patterns of erosion,
indicated by the whole prehistoric vessel found
there. A general problem for many locations not
recently in agricultural use is the current
expansion of agricultural activity due to
availability of European subsidies. It is likely
that
some
marginal
areas
containing
archaeological sites will be extensively
disturbed by construction of terraces or planting
of trees.

supported, it should give insight into the criteria
governing settlement location in past periods,
and into changes in the importance of these
criteria. It would be useful to survey enough
territory in Bova Superiore to identify similar
clusters of sites, if they exist there, and the
existing blocks of continuous survey should be
expanded where possible.
None of the sites visited in 2000
appeared to be in imminent danger of
destruction by modern activities. Sites 14 and 42
are located in an area used for citrus and olive
trees; they are stable at present, but eventual
removal and replacement of trees may produce
additional disturbance in the future. Site 41 is
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3. PREHISTORIC EXCAVATIONS AT UMBRO

Figure 4. Umbro: view of plateau and Neolithic site
from the east. The Neolithic site is located at cliff-base
just below tree at highest point of cliffs. The Bronze Age
site is located on the top of the plateau about 20 meters
beyond the tree.

At the beginning of the 2000
season, we knew that the Neolithic site
(Trenches 1, 3, 5) was used during the
earlier Neolithic (mid-6th millennium),
the
middle
Neolithic
(mid-5th
millennium), the Diana period
(undated, late Neolithic) and the
Copper Age (early 3rd millennium).
We also knew that its stratigraphy was
complex and unlikely to contain
identifiable structures and features,
though the deposits are rich in
artifacts. The Bronze Age occupation
was known through a small, heavily
eroded area of redeposited sherds
excavated in 1998 (Trench 4) and a
larger area with an undisturbed
deposition of three complete EBA
vessels (Trench 6).
Our goals for the 2000
excavations were:
• to clarify the nature of the
Neolithic occupation at Umbro, particularly
by extending Trench 1 closer to the cliff
wall, by excavating partially-dug areas
down to bedrock, by recovering a greater
sample of material culture, and by
increasing our flotation samples for
botanical investigation.

3.1. Introduction: previous work,
goals and methods for this season
The Umbro plateau is an area about a
kilometer in diameter where an outcrop of
calcareous sandstone rises above underlying
clay strata. All around its margin, the edge of
the sandstone is signalled by low, steep cliffs,
which probably contained numerous shallow,
easily destroyed caves in antiquity. The plateau
has many prehistoric sites, and was evidently an
attractive place to live, perhaps due in part to
the potential for springs at the sandstone-clay
contact around its base. Understanding the
prehistoric occupation of the Umbro area has
been a principal focus of the Bova Marina
Archaeological Project since 1997 (Plan 3, Plan
4).
The history of archaeological work at
Umbro has been described in earlier field
reports (Robb 1998, 1999). Briefly, several sites
discovered by Stranges and Saccà (Stranges
1992; Stranges and Saccà 1994) were inspected
briefly by Tinè (1992). More extensive
investigation began with a field survey in 1997
and excavations at the cliff-bottom Neolithic site
of Umbro in 1998 and 1999 (Robb 1998, 1999).
Cliff-top deposits dating to later periods were
also investigated, establishing a Bronze Age
occupation of the site.

•

to understand the Bronze Age occupation of
Umbro at Trench 6: are structures present?
was the complete pot deposition ritual in
nature, associated with a domestic area?
was this an isolated deposition or part of a
larger Bronze Age site?

•

to determine the date and nature of several
sites in the area surrounding Umbro; this is
important in understanding the prehistoric
landscape in both the Neolithic and the
Bronze Age.

Standard excavation methods were
used (see description in Robb 1998 and Robb
1999). In Trench 1, excavation continued within
the pre-established trench grid and in 10
centimeter arbitrary levels. All soil was screened
in 5 mm mesh, and a series of flotation samples
was taken (see below). Finds were bagged by
square and level; obsidian artifacts were
wrapped in plastic wrap before bagging to
protect the margins for use-wear analysis. In
Trench 6, excavation was carried out following
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natural strata as described below; all soil was
screened in 5 mm mesh. After excavation, all
trenches
were
planned,
profiled
and
photographed.

3.2. Trench 1 (the Neolithic site)
3.2.1. Background
Trench 1 is the principal excavation
area for the Neolithic site of Umbro (Plan 5).
The site, and trench, are located at the bottom of
a hollow at the base of the east-facing cliffs. A
stratigraphic sondage was carried out here in
1998, and a larger excavation was done in 1999.
By the end of the 1999 season, the trench
consisted of a 6 meter by 1 meter strip running
north-south along the top of the talus at the cliff
base, with a one meter extension westwards
towards the cliff face in its center.
The 2000 excavation in Trench 1 was
less extensive than in the previous year. Our
goals were:
Figure 6. Trench 1 after 2000
excavations from south.

(1) to finish excavating the north end of
the existing trench down to bedrock; this had not

been accomplished in 1999 due to lack of time.
(2) to recover additional samples for
scientific analysis, particularly flotation samples
and obsidian samples for use-wear analysis
(since such samples should be wrapped
individually to prevent post-excavation damage
[M.R. Iovino, personal communication, 2000]
and this had not been done in previous
(3) to extend the trench westwards
towards the cliff face. The purpose of this was to
understand the geomorphology and formation of
the site, which would be useful in evaluating its
function in various periods. In addition, since
the strata appeared to be sloping downwards as
they approached the cliff face, any especially
early Neolithic and pre-Neolithic cultural
occupations would potentially be located close
to the cliff wall.
Because the overall scale of excavation
was smaller than in 1999, we did not pour
excavated soil down a plastic pipe into a screen
at the base of the talus cone. Instead, we perched
a screen on the edge of the trench; screened soil
flowed down the talus cone and onto the
backdirt.

Figure 5. Trench 1, general view
from
above/
north
during
excavation. Center of trench is
under green tarpaulin to left of
cliffs.
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3.2.2. North end of Trench 1

a two-meter square extension to the trench (Plan
9): -8n/-37e, -8n/-38e, -9n/-37e, and –9n/-38e.
Of these, the first had already been excavated to
280 cm below datum; the others were excavated
from the surface. This extension reached the
cliff wall in –8n/-38e, but did not reach the cliff
wall in the neighboring square to the south,
leaving a thin column of soil in place against the
rock wall. The entire area was excavated to 320
cm below trench datum. In addition, the
southwest quarter of –9n/-38e was excavated a
further 30 cm to provide a small (50 cm by 50
cm) window into underlying sediments.

Excavation of the north end of the
trench to bedrock was straightforward. Squares
–6n/-36e and –7n/-36e had been excavated to
250-260 cm below trench datum in 1999. At this
depth, bedrock was appearing at the south edge
of –7n/-36e. In 2000, all remaining soil was
excavated in 10 cm. levels, bringing this end of
the trench to a final depth of ca. 350 cm below
trench datum. As the levels got deeper, finds
became increasingly sparse, and the final levels
were virtually sterile. Stratigraphically, this
excavation resulted in revision of the bottom of
the stratigraphy established earlier. Stratum 5, a
heavy greyish clay, had been found primarily in
the squares to the south (-8n/-36e, -8n/-37e) but
had been tentatively identified in these two
squares as well. After excavating the northern
end of the trench, it was apparent that the light
yellowish, compact sandy soil designated
Stratum 4 continued down to bedrock here.
Stratum 5 is therefore a clay deposit found only
in the center of the trench (Plans 5-8).

This excavation demonstrated that the
cultural levels of the Neolithic site are deeper
than expected (Plan 10). Towards the front of
Trench 1, there is approximately a meter of
archaeological soil overlying bedrock. However,
the bedrock boulders underlying the site fall
sharply away as one approaches the cliff wall.
This creates what must have been a crevice
some 2-3 meters wide and potentially 2-3 meters
deep between massive fallen rocks and the cliff
face. We have to date excavated only the
uppermost meter of this, and archaeological
sediments could potentially continue another
two meters before encountering the sterile clay
which underlies the boulders.

Finds from the deep levels of the
northern end of Trench 1 include only
Stentinello wares, as well as some obsidian and
animal bone. This reinforces the view that Strata
4 and 5 are essentially Stentinello levels,
possibly representing the earlier Neolithic
occupation of the site. No datable charcoal
samples were recovered to confirm this.

Although Trench 1 sediments have
proven much deeper than expected, it seems
increasingly likely that the deeper levels will
contain few undisturbed Neolithic or
later deposits. On the eastern side of
the western extension, the sediments
resembled those in the stratigraphy
established in the –36e row of squares.
In particular, the break between
stratum 3 and stratum 4 was clearly
visible in both the north and south
profiles. However, the observable
strata sloped down visibly towards the
west at approximately 20-40 cm drop
per meter horizontally. This suggests
that the ground surface was shaped
both by the underlying sloping rock
and by the crevice undercutting the
cliff face, which serves as a sink for
eroding material to run down into.
Figure 7. North end of Trench 1, from above/ east.
Secondly, in the 50 cm immediately
adjacent to the cliff face, all clear
strata vanished (cf. the west profile).
At the cliff face, the top half meter of sediments
3.2.3. West end of Trench 1
was clearly disturbed, containing much recent
vegetation, and was discarded without screening
Four squares were excavated to create
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as loose surface dust rather than excavated
deposits. Below this, a homogeneous level a
meter deep probably reflects surface deposits
from Strata 1-3 washing into an empty crevice
over long time periods. Below 300 cm below
datum, the sediments immediately next to the
cliff wall become much more structured. They
included horizontally laminated clayey layers
and horizontal charcoal lenses (Plan 11). This
must reflect a different, slower, sporadic pattern
of deposition.

Figure 9. South profile, west end of
trench 1

at this depth. The radiocarbon date must
therefore be on a piece of Copper Age charcoal
in secondary context, intruding into earlier
depths and mixed with later material too. It is
not clear how to resolve the archaeological
evidence for disturbance with the clear laminar
strata evident in the west profile of the pit. One
possibility is that there was an open crevice
receiving washed-in materials for much of
antiquity here. Another is that the Neolithic
strata originally extended to the cliff face, but
then were destroyed either through erosion or
through some catastrophic event such as shift of
underlying bedrock away from the cliff face
(perhaps in an earthquake); this would have
created a cleft which would have filled with
stratified deposits.

Figure 8. West end of Trench 1,
looking east.
We hoped these would be in situ
Neolithic levels. However, a radiocarbon date
from a charcoal lense in the west profile at 320
cm depth yielded a Copper Age date (Table 3).
This is about 150 cm below any potential
Copper Age levels elsewhere in the trench
(Stratum 2/3 in squares to the east) and it
suggests that the soil within 50-100 cm from the
cliff wall has been disturbed since the Neolithic.
This is corroborated by pottery. Elsewhere in
the trench, Diana wares are generally not found
below 200-220 cm below datum; near the cliff
wall they are found almost to 320, and a few
clearly intrusive classical sherds are also found

One curious feature of the westward
extension of Trench 1 deserves note. This was a
thin clay lense, varying between 5 and 10 mm
thick, found in the north wall (Plan 12). Its
length is about 30 cm, and it has an irregular
outline, undulating up and down in a long,
concave bowl. It appears to be pure, unfired
clay. Above and below it are the normal sandy
clay sediments. These contain root and plant
impressions, which may imply that the clay
lense trapped slight amounts of water and was
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investigated in future work. It may have been a
basin for storing or mixing clay raw materials in.
It may perhaps be seen in relation to the larger,
sandy lenses known in two or three locations in
Trench 1, typically at the border of Strata 3 and
4. These were originally interpreted as natural
products of tabular sandstone decomposing in
place. However, they may have been humanly
created as well; both clay and sand lenses may
bear on the function of the site in Neolithic
times.

3.2.4. Finds
Neolithic finds from the 2000 season
are currently under study and only a few
preliminary comments will be made here. The
range of artifacts found is very similar to that
found in previous years: Stentinello pottery,
Diana pottery, and various impressed wares,
obsidian and a few flint lithics, daub, and animal
remains. Among the pots, new forms include
conical-necked
flasks
with
elaborate
impressions, similar to those known from
Stentinello sites in Eastern Sicily, rough impasto
ladles, strainers, and globular jars. We also
found one possible Serra d’Alto fragment, a
hard, buff fineware tubular handle with a fold
running across the entire top of the tube.

Figure 10. West profile of west end
of Trench 1.
colonized by plant growth at some point. The
clay lense is located about 15 cm below a large
boulder in the north profile of the trench. The
lense has an irregular shape precludes water-laid
pooling deposits, and the clay does not occur
naturally in this pure form here What created
this clay lense is unknown; since half of it
remains unexcavated, it can be further

A few artifacts deserve particular note:
(a) among ceramics, we continue to
find stampini or punzoni, small ceramic punches
used to create the elaborate geometric
impressions typical of Stentinello wares (three
were found in 2000). One complete
example for making “v” impressions
was found (1394), as was a similar
“v”- impressing fragment (1248) and a
fragment of the butt end of a third
(1248).
(b) fragments of two small
greenstone axes were found; one was
the butt or heel of a small axe or adze,
the other the blade edge of a similar
artifact (1288, 1291). A spall of
greenstone was also found (1367).

Figure 11. Detail of north profile, -8n/-38e; clay lense is
visible in shadow of large boulder.
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(c) numerous flat, smoothed
daub fragments from past excavations
belong to a structure or structures of
some kind; in 2000, we found two
fragments of flattened daub with
shaped rims or borders. This suggests
that these daub pieces may not have
belonged to a house-sized structure, but
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could have formed part of a smaller structure of
some kind – a bin, oven, or similar.

3.3.
Prehistoric ceramics from
Umbro: initial technological and
functional considerations (Kostalena
Michelaki and John Robb)

(d) one dog or fox canine was found
which had been pierced with a hole drilled near
the root end, presumably for use as an ornament.
A number of other animal teeth have been found
here; these also may have been used for similar
purposes. We also noted a fragment of boar’s
tusk and a number of bone fragments with
lightly worked edges. This suggests bone may
have been an important raw material, and many
bones may have been introduced to the site or at
least re-used for non-culinary purposes. The
general fauna appear overwhelmingly domestic,
with most being sheep/ goat and relatively few
cattle remains (U. Albarella, personal
communication, 2000).

In the first three seasons of the Umbro
archaeological project we focused our efforts
concerning ceramics on documenting the
morphological variability that characterizes the
Neolithic and Bronze Age of Umbro (see Robb
1998 and 1999 for descriptions of types). We
did so in order to begin situating Umbro in its
chronological and regional context, and so that
we could consider its function as a site and its
relation to other sites in the area. We also began
exploratory petrographic analysis in order to
place ceramic production in Umbro in its
appropriate environmental context, trying to
assess whether ceramics were produced locally
or not (Robb 1999).

(e) a few fragments of human bone
were found, particularly of skull; these almost
all came from the deeper levels of the southwest
corner of the western extension. Whether these
are Neolithic fragments in good context or later
admixture remains to be seen.

We are now expanding our questions
concerning ceramic production in Umbro,
paying closer attention to the technological and
functional processes that lead to the formal
variability we have documented. Our goal is to
examine the choices and final decisions of the
Umbro potters at each stage of the production
sequence and evaluate the social implications of
those choices. What clays and inclusions did the
potters use? What recipes did they follow in
making their pastes? How did they form their
vessels? How did they finish their surfaces and
how did they decorate them? How did they fire
them? How did the natural and social
environment of the Umbro potters affect their
production decisions and how did their pots in
turn affect the social lives of the people who
used them?

3.2.7. Discussion
The 2000 excavations in Trench 1 were
not extensive, but they clarified certain issues.
Among preliminary conclusions. we might note:
(1) the Neolithic stratigraphy is
complex, with all strata sloping towards the west
and disturbed sediments at the contact to the
rock wall. However, as established in earlier
seasons, an intact stratigraphy exists in the
eastern part of Trench 1: sediments and ceramic
horizons suggest at least a clear difference
between Stratum 3 and Stratum 4. This
stratigraphy is accumulative, with earlier
material being continually incorporated in later
levels.

As a preliminary stage of analysis Dr.
Kostalena Michelaki carried out a rapid review
of the Neolithic and post-Neolithic pottery of
the 1998 and 1999 excavations in the
storerooms of the Museo Nazionale, Reggio
Calabria. The purpose was a) to outline in broad
strokes the range of technological decisions
witnessed on the ceramics from Umbro, and b)
to establish the lines along which the variability
could be most fruitfully approached; in other
words to examine the combination of
technological variables that seemed to describe
morphological variability the best.

(2) the occupied area of Trench 1 must
always have been small and irregular. The
ground surface at any given point must sloping,
with a narrow level area bounded by a two meter
drop on one side and crevice on the other.
(3) given the limited space available at
the site, the evidence for consuming agricultural
and pastoral products probably not produced at
the site, and the findings of numerous ceramic
stamps, it seems increasingly likely that the site
was used for various purposes other than as a
primary habitation – perhaps as a place
specifically devoted to ceramic production.

Overall, it was noticed that the color of
sherds varied from orange, to brown, to gray, to
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Considering the ceramic collection
from the technological standpoint outlined
above, it became apparent that the combination
of three variables – size and amount of clay
inclusions, surface finish, and wall thickness –
was fruitful in describing variability among the
ceramic sherds. Such variables were considered
appropriate, because they are accurately
measured on the majority of fragmented sherds
and do not require whole vessels. Furthermore,
they are key in understanding the function for
which vessels were intended. Each sherd then
was characterized as “coarse – medium – or
fine” in terms of inclusions, “burnished –
polished – lightly smoothed – or heavily
smoothed” in terms of surface finish and “thick
– medium – or thin” in terms of wall thickness
(wall thickness was also measured to the nearest
millimeter with vernier calipers, while
quantitative data on the size and amount of clay
inclusions will be acquired through petrographic
analysis).

black, while a considerable number of sherds
were buff in color. Variation in color often
suggests variation in the firing of ceramics, but
it may also indicate different clay sources. The
kind, amount and size of inclusions also differed
among the various vessel classes.
In terms of vessel building methods
coiling was the most widely used method. In
many cases coils seemed to start from the
middle of each other and not to be laid one
directly on top of the other. The base disks were
typically a separate piece of clay, while the
handles were simply attached on the vessel wall.
In many cases, the surface on the spot where the
handle touched the body had been scratched to
ensure a strong bond between the handle and the
rest of the vessel. Some small bowls and the
round bases of some vessels were probably
formed by pinching.
Scraping marks are still visible on the
surfaces of various sherds, indicating that after
the vessels were formed, excess clay was
scraped away. Shells, are a well documented
ethnographically tool for scraping and they are
not absent from Umbro. Afterwards, the
surfaces were finished either by smoothing with
some soft material (cloth, hide, the palm of a
hand), or burnished with a hard tool (pebble,
smoothed sherd or smoothed bone – all of which
have been found at Umbro) to various degrees
(from light burnish to polish).

This technological typology that started
to emerge (see Table 2) was constantly
evaluated in relation to classifications based on
vessel form and decoration. The striking result
of this analysis was that it supported traditional
ceramic typologies while adding functional
insight into them. “Fine” and “coarse” wares for
example did not correspond to “fancy” and
“crude” vessels. Instead, they probably reflected
function. For example, the pastes of highly
decorated Stentinello cups were often coarse. If
such cups were serving vessels this could be
easily explained, as there would be no need to
control the thermal or porosity qualities of their
paste. On average, it seems that distinct
decorative styles of pots were made with distinct
pastes, suggesting possibly different uses, or
even different potters.

The decorative techniques used were
impressed, stamped, painted, or the application
of a slip (usually red). Some of the stamped
decorations were further filled with a white, red
or yellow paste (red and yellow ocher is found
on the site. A fair number of the stamps used for
the decoration are also found at the site).
The majority of vessels were fired
rapidly, at relatively low temperatures, since
many sherds break and crumble easily and have
dark cores, suggesting that they didn’t have
enough time to oxidize completely. Fuel and
pots were frequently put together, as fire-clouds
are common on the surfaces of pots, further
suggesting that firing was possibly done in open
fires, as opposed to kilns. The variety of surface
colors mentioned earlier suggests a variety of
atmospheric conditions under which the Umbro
pots were fired. Certain categories of vessels,
however, like the Diana fine-wares for example,
were far more evenly fired and possibly more
carefully fired as well, as they typically lacked
fire-clouds and dark cores.

In some cases, further technological
distinctions can be seen within certain
decorative styles, suggesting again further
functional differences, different producers, or
even finer chronological or regional differences.
Noteworthy here is the identification of a
probable difference in function between vessels
decorated by stamping with clay stamps
(stampini or punzoni) and those decorated with
impressions. Based on the variables mentioned
earlier, along with vessel size and form, the
stamped vessels appear to have been used
primarily for serving, eating and drinking and
the impressed for storage and cooking. It is
hoped that systematic analysis of use-wear
traces such as soot staining will confirm this
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Post-Neolithic
ceramics
were
investigated in less detail: only a handful of
probable Copper Age sherds were identified,
and the Bronze Age collection is so far both
smaller and more homogeneous than the
Neolithic assemblage. The growing Bronze Age
pottery group from Trench 6 is generally
characterized by a soft fabric, that is typically
reddish in color, but also varies between yellow
and brown. The majority of sherds have coarse
pastes, with many, large inclusions. No new
forming methods were introduced during the
Bronze Age. Ceramics were still hand-made,
primarily by coiling. Most of the Trench 6
sherds have badly eroded surfaces. Smoothing
and burnishing are the most commonly used
surface treatments observed on the sherds that
still preserve some surface. There is little
surface decoration, typically impressed or
appliqué, but not painted. Firing temperatures
must have been rather low as the softness of the
fabrics indicates, certainly lower than the firing
temperatures of certain well-made Neolithic
wares, such as the Diana fine-ware. Typically,
they are fired under oxidized atmospheres,
which is responsible for their light colors.
Typical vessel forms include small cups, with
high raised handles (capuduncole), mediumsized jars with flared or everted rims and
squarish handle lugs or strap handles, wide
basins with horizontal handles, and large storage
jars.

distinction. This functional difference can be
used to systematize other wares as well: for
instance
in
distinguishing
the
tightly
homogeneous group of red, burnished Diana
shallow bowls from the much more variable
ensemble of other Diana vessels. The various
buff-wares all seem to be similar in function to
the stamped vessels, as do the Diana wares. This
may have had symbolic implications, with buff
wares, stamped wares, and perhaps earlier Diana
bowls all forming stylistic alternatives for a
single function. It may also have implications
for inter-regional stylistic differences and
transmission, as it is this genre of pot which
seems to differ most between regional
“cultures”; many of the other wares, such as the
impressed and plain wares, occur widely
throughout Southern Italy and Sicily.
It is also worth highlighting the
identification of a distinct group of large storage
vessels with a fine fabric, thick walls, a highly
burnished interior, and either rocker or stab-anddrag impressed decoration. This distinct genre
of vessel, found in Neolithic sites throughout
Southern Italy, probably was specifically made
for storage, with the strong interior burnish
helping to contain liquids, or to keep moisture
from reaching grains or other solids stored in the
pots.
We should stress again at this point that
we are currently developing our technological /
functional classification and that it is still more a
preliminary hypothesis to be explored with a full
analysis of the whole collection and is not final
or complete in any way. Furthermore, function
is usually ascertained through form. We
typically refer to serving platters, drinking cups
and cooking jars. In our case, as is usually the
case in contexts other than cemeteries, vessel
form is not an attribute easily or accurately
measured, since the majority of our collection is
fragmented. We have decorated rim sherds that
could be part of a small cup or a tall, conicalnecked jar. Some of the curved body sherds of
our collection could belong equally to an open
bowl or a closed globular jar. However, our
indirect approach to function, through
technological characteristics such as surface
treatment, wall thickness and clay paste can still
allow us useful and rather detailed insights into
the functions of the Umbro vessels. When
combined with the information about form that
we do have (such as rim diameter, or rim and
body angles) a rather accurate description of
function can be achieved.

The Neolithic ceramic analysis will
continue in future years, with the goal of
confirming
and
extending this initial
technological and functional evaluation of
ceramic production and use at Umbro, with
systematic statistical data collection. A
combination of re-firing tests, petrographic and
neutron activation analyses of representative
sherds of all wares, of architectural daub, and of
clay samples collected from around the site will
be initiated during 2000-2001 to explore the
clays, inclusions and paste recipes that were
used to make the Umbro pots. Detailed
macroscopic analysis will explore differences in
forming and finishing each ware class found in
Umbro, while re-firing tests, scanning electron
microscopy and x-ray diffraction will help us
understand the temperature, speed and
atmosphere of firing. Such an understanding of
all the stages of the operational chain will allow
us to investigate the organization of labor in
ceramic production and to evaluate its
implications for the social organization of the
people who lived and worked in and around
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Umbro. We also hope to refine our
understanding of the Copper and Bronze Age
wares and evaluate the way in which the
technology and organization of ceramic
production was affected by the changing
political and social environment of the region
and what its influence to that environment was.

the plant assemblage, whereas the presence of
einkorn (Triticum monococcum L.) is still
doubtful.
Grass/chickling
vetch
(Lathyrus
sativus/ cicera) is the only pulse to be identified
in the assemblage. Grass/chickling pea
(Lathyrus sativus/ cicera) is a species often
interpreted as contaminant of cereal crops
although there is growing evidence of its use as
food resource (Peña-Chocarro 1999 and Hansen
2000).

3.4. Neolithic plant remains from
Trench 1 (Marina Ciaraldi)
During the 2000 fieldwork season at
Umbro, eight soil samples were collected and
processed for the recovery of biological
remains,
particularly
charred
plant
macroremains. Soil samples of a standard size of
50 litres were taken, except from smaller
contexts from which less deposit was available.
Samples were taken at intervals (of 10 cm) in
square -9n/-37e to represent a single
stratigraphic column. The samples were
processed in the field using a basic bucket
flotation technique. The heavy fraction of the
soil (residue) was retained on a 1mm mesh while
the light fraction (flot) was recovered on a 0.5
mm sieve. The flots were sorted in the
University of Birmingham laboratory with the
aid of a low power stereomicroscope.
Identifications were made using a personal
reference collection of modern material and
various identification atlases.

The poor preservation of the plant
remains recovered and the high contamination
of modern rootlets and seeds does not allow a
confident interpretation of the plant assemblage.
However, when comparing the new plant
assemblage with that from the previous year,
there are some interesting aspects that need
further investigation. The first important
difference is the relative abundance of barley
compared to wheat. Barley was the commonest
identifiable plant in the 2000 samples. It is also
worth noting that barley was the only cereal
present in the Neolithic levels at Acconia
(Costantini and Stancanelli 1994), and is
common in other Southern Italian Neolithic
sites. Since the 1999 samples were spread
through a stratigraphic column only two meters
away from that providing the 2000 samples, a
spatial or chronological cause seems unlikely,
and the difference is probably due to chance in
relatively small samples. In both the 1999
flotation samples and those from the 2000
season, barley is present as grains, while wheat
is represented as chaff; this is generally the case
in prehistoric sites, since barley chaff consists of
rachis internodes that are much more fragile
than glume basis and forklets and, in situations
of poor preservation such as at Umbro, have
little chance of surviving). Glume wheats such
as emmer and einkorn can be stored as spikelets
(with their glumes still attached); the presence of
chaff may indicate either that wheat was
cultivated at Umbro or that it was stored and
processed there. However, free-threshing wheats
such as bread/ club wheat can only be stored as
cleaned grains, and a fragment of chaff as found
in the flotation samples may indicate wheat
cultivation on site. However, it is difficult to be
certain based on one fragment, and in any case
chaff may have been brought into the site for
some other purpose such as fuel, fodder, or daub
temper.

All the samples had a sandy matrix,
and all were heavily contaminated with modern
rootlet and seeds. This may have had an effect
on the preservation of the charred plant material
and on the possible re-mixing of different layers.
The charred plant remains were all poorly
preserved, either because of taphonomic factors
or because they had been charred at a high
temperature. The poor preservation did not
allow detailed identifications and most of the
grains had to be identified simply as cereals.
Barley grains (Hordeum vulgare L.) were
poorly preserved and in no case it was possible
to observe whether they were hulled or naked,
symmetric or asymmetric. The identification of
three rachis internodes joined together confirms
the presence of bread/club wheat (Triticum
aestivum/ compactum), only supposed from the
previous year's assemblage on the basis of a
rather uncertain identification of some grains.
This suggests that bread/club wheat was
probably cultivated on site. The presence of a
single forklet of emmer (Triticum dicoccum
Schank.) confirms the presence of this species in
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external grave goods were deposited.

3.5. Trench 6 (the Early Bronze Age
site)

The goal of the 2000 excavation was
simple: to understand the nature of the site. To
do so, we anticipated clearing a much
broader area, as houses, tomb
complexes, and ritual areas would all
potentially extend at least 3-4 meters.
We therefore laid out an enlarged
trench four meters by three meters,
which extended from the road cut to
the bedrock wall at the eastern edge of
the site (Plan 13). We also established
a new trench datum, since the 1999
datum was both low and instable. The
new datum, a stake set into the rock
eastern wall of the trench, is 110 cm
above the 1999 datum (the northeast
corner of –6n/-60e) and 130 cm above
the ground surface at this point. Thus,
for example, the base of the pot
deposition and the associated surface
Figure 12. General view of Trench 6 area from north.
lay at –70 cm (1999 datum) or –180
Trench is located behind the tree to the right of the
cm (2000 datum).
screen tripod. Trench 1 (Neolithic area) is located at
Since excavation time was
bottom of cliff on the far left.
very limited, we were constrained to
modify our usual methods. The initial
task was to remove an overburden of
up to 1.5 meters in 12 square meters. Under any
interpretation
of the site, this was
3.5.1. Excavations
overwhelmingly likely to consist of jumbled
Trench 6 is located just east of the road
rock fall with all archaeological material in
through Umbro, in the shelter of a small rocky
secondary context. Hence, we decided to
outcrop which forms the highest part of the site.
excavate from the surface to 150 cm below
trench datum – a depth of 20-30 cm above the
In 1999, Trench 6 was opened as a
Bronze Age surface – in one block, without
small (2.5 m by 2.5 m) excavation to investigate
arbitrary levels and without separating soil and
a pottery scatter eroding from a road cut.
Beneath a dense layer of rock fall, we
found a group of three complete
vessels, placed upon a cobbled surface
(see Robb 1999). Both the RodiTindari-Vallelunga form of these
vessels and a radiocarbon date of
1865-1520 (cal. BC) date this
deposition to the later Early Bronze
Age. The nature, however, of these
deposits was far from clear. It seemed
possible that the pot deposition and
cobbled surface could represent the
remains of a house; alternatively, they
could form part of a ritual area. One
particular
model, known from
contemporary sites such as Santa
Febronia in eastern Sicily (Maniscalco
1997), was that of a rock-cut tomb
with a level ritual area in which

Figure 13. North profile, Trench 6
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in last year’s excavations. The artifacts
from these strata were entirely mixed,
but consisted of recognizable forms
similar to those found upon the
depositional surface – particularly jars
with everted lips and capeduncolas
(cups with high raised handles). Few
lithics, almost no daub, and no fauna
were found, though several fragments
of ground stone were found. Rock fall
was denser on the northern side of the
trench. At the base of this layer, a
dispersed scatter of charcoal pieces,
especially in the southeastern quarter
of the trench, suggested a burning
episode with dispersal of fragments
between abandonment of the structure
and its burial; this charcoal scatter
went beyond the borders of the
structure, suggesting the structure was
no longer standing when it occurred.
One concentration of charcoal was
sampled for future radiocarbon dating.

Figure 14. South profile, Trench 6

This raises the question of
how the rock fall formed, and
particularly whether it represents the
remains of walls. This is not clear. On
one hand, some of the stones making
up the fall are large and tabular,
suggesting they may have been
selected for size, and the rock fall
seems too dense in places to be
natural. Both in the north and south
Figure 15. East profile Trench 6; note heavy rock fall in
profiles, loose piles of large tabular
lower section
stones suggest a concentration of some
kind. On the other hand, none of the
stones appeared to be in any alignment
artifacts from different squares. All material
or
position
when excavated. Moreover, although
from this stratum was screened in 5 mm mesh.
the
dense
rock
fall appeared concentrated in the
In retrospect, this strategy was justified. Both
north
and
south
profiles, it in fact formed a sheet
sediments and artifacts proved to be fill washed
over
much
of
the
trench. As the east profile
in from above, without primary context, and
shows,
there
is
up
to
a meter of heavy rock fall
little information would have been recovered
over
the
entire
trench,
and it is deepest against
through more detailed methods.
the eastern rock face, suggesting it fell from
Once we reached 150 cm below datum,
above. Nor did the large rock fall coincide with
we excavated a second level, generally between
the evident borders of the structure found in the
150-170 cm below datum, which represented the
level below. It therefore seems most likely that
fill and rock fall above the surface of Bronze
the rock fall resulted either from the collapse of
Age deposition. This fill was excavated
a structure on the slope above the trench. Future
separately square by square. Geologically, this
excavation, particularly of the north profile,
sediment was identical to that above, a light
should clarify the situation.
brown sandy loam with a high clay content,
Finally, we excavated a third level
except for having a lower level of large rocks
(Stratum
3), generally between 170-190 cm
(Plans 15-17).
depth, which represented the Bronze Age
This and the bulk-removed fill above
surface and its immediate fill. This was not
comprise Strata 1 (topsoil) and 2, as established
excavated for two squares (-6n/-57e and –6n/-
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the north beyond the northwest corner
of the trench, which proved important
in revealing some details of the EBA
structure (see below).

Figure 16. Trench 6, 1999 excavations: rock fall above
Bronze Age surface in –6n/-60e and –7n/-60e; excavated
surface is at –180 cm
56e) in the northeast corner, apparently outside
the structure. Below this lay two levels. Stratum
4 is a homogeneous light brown sandy fill,
which was excavated at the extreme west end of
the trench. It contains some ceramics,
particularly at the top, and appears to have been
created as part of the structure (see below).

Finally, a steeply sloping
square two meters north of the trench
(-2n/-59e) (Plan 19) was excavated to
form a stratigraphic profile. The goal
was to understand the geological
situation to provide a context for
interpreting Trench 6. This sondage
revealed about 30-40 cm of loose
slope-washed
soil,
without
stratigraphy and with almost no
artifacts, overlying bedrock. In such
details as the absence of a light brown
sandy layer (Stratum 4) it highlights
both the unusual, constructed aspect of
the Trench 6 structure and the highly
localized nature of the Bronze Age
deposits.

Perhaps the most significant of these
peripheral investigations was cleaning the
surface above the trench. Since pottery
apparently of Early Bronze Age date was found
from the top of the Trench 6 stratigraphy down
to the bottom, in sediments clearly washed in
from above, we searched the slope of the hill
above Trench 6 to locate any archaeological
deposits they may have originated in. Most of
the slope above looked sterile on the surface,
but a handful of sherds was recovered. This
suggests that the Trench 6 structure did not
stand in isolation, but that other, potentially
contemporary Bronze Age areas existed. Again,
more excavation is needed.

The
above
description
reflects
primarily the new block of 4x3 meters. In other
areas of Trench 6, two squares on the southeast
corner of the trench were excavated using 10-cm
arbitrary levels; in effect, their excavation
differed from the main block only above 150 cm
depth. We also extended the road cut profile to

3.5.2. The Bronze Age structure.
Trench 6 contains an Early
Bronze Age structure, defined by a
foundation dug into bedrock, a living
surface, an intentional pot deposition,
and at least one bedrock border (Plan
13). It is here described from the
bottom up.

Figure 17. Trench 6 Bronze age structure from east/
above. Note wall along south side, cobbled area at east,
and possible strone feature at east end.
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The base of the structure is a
shallow basin cut into the sterile
subsoil (Plan 18). To the north, the
structure lies upon the hard, sterile
white clay which underlies the fields
north and west of the site. To the
south, the structure lies upon the
calcareous sandstone bedrock making
up the rock outcrop. Into this base,
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This surface was not completely flat,
but rose by about 10-20 cm between
the west and east ends of the structure.
It also clearly rises towards the edge of
the basin in the unexcavated area in
the road cut profile.

Figure 18. Trench 6 Bronze age structure, northwest
corner. Whitish soil is sterile subsoil; light brown fill is
Stratum 4 fill of basin cut into subsoil; note cobbled
area to right. Both sterile soil and structure are
truncated to left by recent terrace/road cut

Bronze Age people cut a flat-bottomed
concavity approximately 4 meters wide (northsouth), whose greatest depth was about 40 cm.
Because we have not excavated below the
surface above this basin, we recognize it only in
the profiles at the west end of Trench 6. Here,
the southern edge can be seen cut into bedrock,
and the base can be seen in the low western
profile. In the road-cut profile north of Trench
6, the bottom of this basin can be seen sloping
upwards to its northern border. The western
edge of the basin has been truncated, probably
by medieval or recent terrace building which has
destroyed all archaeological remains near the
margin of the modern road. However, the
margins of the basin can be seen curving
inwards in the ground surface at the north and in
the hollowed bedrock at the south. This suggests
that the western end originally had an oval
shape.
The basin cut into bedrock was filled in
with a homogeneous, sandy brown soil (Stratum
4). This created a discrete lense 30-40 cm thick
(Stratum 4) interposed between sterile clay
(Stratum 5) and the living floor fill (Stratum 3).
As far as can be told from cleaning the west
profile, this stratum contains some sherds and
daub fragments, predominantly at its top;
however, finds are distinctly sparser than on the
living floor above.

The cobbled area was clearest
in the western two meters of the
structure (-60e and –61e). Here about
a quarter of the surface was occupied
by flat, rounded stones. The stones
were of local sandstone, but appear to
have been selected for a size between
10 and 20 cm in greatest length, and
for flatness. They form a layer about
10 cm thick whose tops are all on the
same level. They do not appear to
have been intended to create a
continuous cobble pavement; rather,
they form part of a general trampling
surface which also contained areas of
bare earth and artifacts. This surface
contained small chunks of charcoal
(which provided the 1999 radiocarbon

Figure 19. Trench 6 Bronze Age
structure: detail of cobbled surface
in –6 and –7n/-60e, looking south;
note also bedrock edge of structure
across top

On top of this filled-in basin was a
living surface with a partially cobbled floor.
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samples), as well as a few bits of daub and a
moderate density of sherds. Sherds on this
surface were almost always lying flat. It is not
clear how far this pavement extended to the east.
No obviously cobbled areas continue eastward
at the same depth. However, it is probable that
the pavement sloped upwards to the east and
was to some extent dug through by excavators
looking for a level base of the fill; this is
suggested by its tendency in the north profile
and by soil color changes in the northern row of
squares.

use through the Middle Bronze Age. A fragment
of Stentinello ware is certainly a stray Neolithic
artifact. Among ceramics, we should note the
presence of typical EBA forms such as cups
with high raised handles and dimpled bottoms,
high raised-handled cups, pots with everted
rims, and large pithoi. A couple of very highly
burnished black ware may be Apennine pottery
or a local imitation of it.

The boundaries of the structure are
clear on the south, where the cobbled area abuts
a well-defined, straight bedrock edge (Plan 13).
That this is an intentional edge is suggested by
the western end, where, as the bedrock slopes
away and no longer provided a good boundary,
a row of small stones was added. The bedrock
edge may have been an intentionally constructed
wall base: about 70 cm further south is a
parallel, straight raised ridge of bedrock, which
may be the other side of a wall base. If so, this
would suggest a broad, low wall base 70 cm
thick and running along the whole south border.
Any border to the west has been destroyed by
erosion and terrace building. To the north, the
edge is suggested by a color contrast in the floor
of the trench, south of which the soil is greyish
brown with remnants of cobbles and artifacts,
and north of which the soil is brownish and
sandy Stratum 4 with very few artifacts. The
spatial distribution of artifacts suggests a higher
artifact density in the north half of the trench,
suggesting a long, 3-4 meter wide structure
(Plan 14). On neither side are stone walls or
wall footings apparent, unlike most Bronze Age
houses. No post-holes were identified; however,
they may have been missed in the relatively
rapid excavation of rock fall covering the site. A
grouping of large stones, close together and
below the general level of the rock fall, at the
east end may be a trace of some feature
associated with the structure, but it has not been
fully excavated yet.

There are few direct clues as to the
usage of the EBA site. As noted above, the
architecture defines a constructed space with a
living floor; it is not clear whether there was an
above-ground superstructure and if so, of what
type. The only definitely attested usage is the
deposition of a group of three, perhaps four,
pots at the western end. The fine preservation of
these underscores the probable casual nature of
deposition of the rest of the assemblage. We
may infer trampling of some sort on the surface.

3.5.4. Discussion

No tomb structure or other obvious
ritual structure is evident. However, both the fill
and the surface lack animal bones almost
completely, have very little daub, small lithics,
or other domestic refuse, and possess only a
limited range of vessel types. These may suggest
a ritual context of some sort. We should
remember, too, that sites such as Ciavolaro
(Castellana 1996) and La Muculufa (McConnell
1995) possess ritual areas defined by ceramic
deposition without burials, and that such ritual
areas can be immediately adjacent to living
areas.
At this point, therefore, Trench 6 is not
clearly a living area or a ritual area; it possesses
features which can be interpreted as either. A
number of lines of investigation will hopefully
clarify its interpretation:
•

excavating the incompletely excavated
squares in the northwest corner down to the
same level, and finishing excavation of the
east end of the trench, particularly around
the concentric group of stones which may
be an archaeological feature

•

excavating the northwest corner of the
structure in the unexcavated squares –5n/61e and –5n/-60e

•

cleaning the road cut profile to the south,
and clearing the top of bedrock more
carefully in the southeast corner of the

3.5.3. Finds
Besides pottery, there are very few
finds from Trench 6. Almost all come from the
tumbled fill whose original deposition was
probably somewhere on the hillside above the
trench. These include a flake and core of grey
flint, and the heel of a greenstone axe (1270) –-although this could be a Neolithic or Copper
Age remnant, polished stone axes continued in
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source of the rock fall and artifacts
deposited above the EBA living surface

trench
•

digging below the cobbled surface to
investigate the presence of any subsurface
deposits and the techniques of construction

•

excavating the area on the hillside above
trench 6 to search for contemporary Bronze
Age deposits which must have been the
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4. PREHISTORIC TEST EXCAVATIONS AT LIMACA AND PENITENZERIA
4.1. Limaca
The prehistoric site of
Limaca was first located by S.
Stranges and L. Saccà, and was
found independently by the Bova
Marina Archaeological Project field
survey in 1998. In 1999, we applied
for a permit to test the site, but the
permit was delayed and we did not
have the opportunity to actually
excavate there. In 2000, we were
able to test the site. The goal of
testing was to recover information
about the date, and if possible about
the nature or function, of the site.
The Limaca site is located
Figure 20. Limaca test excavations: general
about 200 meters north of Umbro,
just west of the old Bova MarinaBova Superiore road and just north
here meant that no new finds had come to the
of the boundary between the two comunes (Plan
surface since then.view of site, looking
3). The terrain consists of a series of three small
northwest; excavators and screen show location
level areas (each about 30 meters in maximum
of Trench 1.
extent) in a descending series along a tongueshaped ridge of land extending northwest, with
Trench 1 was laid out on the western
ravines on either side of it. The first terrace is
edge of the uppermost, southernmost saddle,
relatively open, as is the third; the one between
just where it began to slope towards the gully. It
them is covered with heavy brush. The site is
was a 1x2 meter trench oriented east-west (Plan
visible on the surface as a scatter of prehistoric
20, Plan 21). Although we did not expect to find
sherds; the density of artifacts, though broad, is
in situ deposits here, surface recovery of some
thin and decidedly patchy. This patchiness is
relatively large and uneroded sherds suggested
probably due to a number of factors, including
that this might be a rich deposit for dating the
local erosion which exposes deposits in some
trench. Upon excavation, Trench 1 proved to
areas and buries them in others and thick scrub
contain a fair amount of pottery, none of which
and grass in parts of the site.
lay in original context. No non-ceramic artifacts
Before excavating, we
conducted an intensive surface
pickup
to
find
artifact
concentrations. Because of the
uneven topography and sometimes
thick vegetation, we did not follow a
grid, but worked in irregular, topical
collection areas. 8-10 collection
areas were picked up on each level
area. Artifact densities were highest
along the western edge of the tongue,
suggesting perhaps that deposits
were eroding out into the ravine
here, and on the saddle of the third
(lowest) level area. We had also
picked up a fair amount of sherds in
the first (highest) level area in 1999,
and lack of more recent disturbance

Figure 21. Limaca, Trench 1 upon closing, from west.
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were recovered. The soil was a single stratum of
medium brown sandy loam. The sediments
covered jumbled rock fall to a maximum depth
of about 40 cm. It is evident that this trench has
found a tumbled artifact scatter accumulated in
gaps among rocks, probably on the edge of a
site located more to the center of the highest
saddle of land.

topsoil, evidently washed in, to a depth of about
15 cm. Below this was sterile, hard white clayey
sediments originating in weathering of bedrock.
This trench suggests that the sherds on the
surface of these lowest terraces were washed in
from a site higher up, rather than originating
here.

Only a few general remarks can be
made about the Limaca site based on these test
pits. The ceramics seem uniformly
post-Neolithic, based on fabric, which
was generally soft, easily eroded, and
red, brown or tan in color. Only three
diagnostic pieces were found, both
from Trench 1: one square-edged
vertical rim from medium-sized
bucket-like vessel, one square, blocky
horizontal lug, and one small loop
handle with a round button-like
protuberance on the top. While we are
still researching parallels to these, they
seem most likely to date to the Bronze
Age. Given the presence of an EBA
site nearby at Umbro, it is clearly
important to clarify which period in
the Bronze Age the Limaca site may
Figure 22. Limaca: general location of Trench 2,
date to.
looking southwest.
Future
excavation
here
should probably concentrate on the
highest saddle area, near Trench 1.
Tinè (1992) reportedly made a shallow test
pit here, finding Middle Bronze Age material
but leaving the context uncertain; it should be
noted too that the later Early Bronze Age
RTV style is sometimes termed Middle
Bronze Age and overlaps to some degree
with Apennine wares.

4.2. Penitenzeria
Figure 23. Limaca: Trench 2 upon closing, from
west.

Trench 2 was laid out in the flat part of
the lowest, northernmost saddle, where surface
finds were relatively abundant. It was a 1x2
meter trench, oriented north-south (Plan 22). In
spite of the surface finds here, it was quickly
apparent that the trench was sterile. The
northern half was excavated to about 10 cm.
depth, and the southern half was excavated to 40
cm. The sediments consisted of light brown

The Penitenzeria site is located
about 150 meters southwest of Umbro, on a
small (ca. 50 by 50 meter) agricultural terrace
(Plan 3). The site is located on the southern
edge of the highest Umbro plateau, and is
bounded on the south and west by steep cliffs
10-15 meters high. It is currently fallow, with
about five olive trees and some encroaching
scrub. It was formerly farmed; this is suggested
by surrounding agricultural terrace walls, by a
plow-zone thick top level in the test pits, and by
very large pile of field stone at the southeast
corner of the field.
A second area of prehistoric finds in
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this general area was also called Penitenzeria.
Identified during the 1999 survey following
indications by S. Stranges, it was called Site 30.
It is located on the southern edge of the broad
field south of Penitenzeria, due west of the
Greek site. The site consists of a long, narrow
strip of finds, located beneath the modern
electricity pylons. Finds included non-diagnostic
prehistoric
pottery.
The
Penitenzeria
concessione di scavo covered this area as well,
and we conducted surface pickups in small areas
along the long east-west axis of the site.
However, while this collection yielded a fair
number of artifacts, there did not seem to be any
particular concentrations, and the site is
evidently a very low-density scatter on the
eroding margin of a formerly plowed field.
Hence we decided not to excavate here.

suggesting a Neolithic date. Spatially, finds
were denser on the southern half of the site.
Guided by this, we placed Trench 1 in the
middle of the southern half of the site (d3 in
Plan 23). However, all of the surface finds were
heavily eroded, suggestion that they have been
moved extensively from their primary context
and may not show accurately the extension of
material underground. Given this, we also
placed Trench 2 in the northeastern quarter of
the site (e7 in Plan 23).
A site grid was established, with a
hypothetical (0,0) datum point located offsite to
the southwest. Trench 1 was originally laid out
as a 1x2 meter trench, extending north-south.
However, after both squares were excavated to
80 cm. below the surface, it became clear that
time was short, and we decided to excavate only
the southern half of the trench (21n21e) further.

The Penitenzeria site was located by
the field survey in 1999, when a scatter of
eroded prehistoric pottery was found in the
field. It was designated site 31. Since it was
potentially a Neolithic or Bronze Age site, it
was considered important to interpreting Umbro
to investigate its date and function.

Trench 1 was characterized by five
strata (Plan 24, Plan 25). The highest was a thin
stratum of recent topsoil, a light brown sandy
clay 5-10 cm thick. Below this was an identical
soil distinguished by a granular structure. The
total thickness of these two strata was ca. 30 cm,
and it seems very likely that they
represent a recent plow zone. Both
contained small, eroded ceramic
fragments similar to those found on
the surface. Below this, Stratum 3
consisted of a yellower, more
compact sandy loam, about 30 cm
thick, which contained a low density
of finds. In Stratum 4, a 40 cm thick
level of yellowish sandy loam,
artifact density picked up again, with
slightly larger fragments than in the
top layers. The lowest stratum
extended to a maximum depth of
about 120 cm, and contained a
sterile, hard, whitish clay, clearly
produced by weathering of the
bedrock. Below this lay an irregular
bedrock surface. The archaeological
Figure 24. Penitenzeria test excavations: (a) general view
deposits in Trench 1 seem to be
of site, looking northwest. Crew member shows location
primarily in stratum 4 (ca. 60-100
of Trench 2.
cm below the surface); artifacts in
the uppermost strata probably
represent washed in. None of the
Before excavation, we conducted a
Trench
1
artifacts
was particularly diagnostic; it
systematic surface collection (Plan 23). The site
is
noteworthy
that
no obsidian was found below
was gridded into 5-meter squares, and each was
the
surface,
and
at
least some of the Stratum 4
collected for 15 minutes. None of the small,
ceramics
had
a
possibly
post-Neolithic fabric.
eroded prehistoric ceramics found on the surface
were chronologically diagnostic, though a
handful of obsidian flakes were recovered,

Trench 2 was laid out as a one meter
square sondage (39n40e) (Plan 26, Plan 27).
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Figure 26. Penitenzeria, Trench 1, profile
more is found here. We stopped excavating at
125 cm below the surface without reaching the
bottom of the archaeological levels as the
curtain came down on the last day of the season.
Based on Trench 2, Penintenzeria
appears at this point to be a multi-period site.
Some sherds from the superficial levels and
Stratum 4 have a post-Neolithic fabric similar to
the Bronze Age materials from Umbro. Several
post-Neolithic body forms are found,
particularly everted jar rims and a capeduncola
base very similar to those in Trench 6 of Umbro.
Other finds include the base of an obsidian
arrowhead and a fragment of a crystalline
metamorphic ground stone ring. Obsidian,
which is usually interpreted as a typically
Neolithic material, is found on the surface and

Figure 25. Penitenzeria, Trench 1,
during excavation, from south.
The upper strata were generally similar to those
found in Trench 1, with Strata 1 and 2 probably
forming a recent plow zone of sandy loam ca. 30
cm thick, containing small eroded sherds. This
was followed by a generally sterile compact
sandy clay loam about 40 cm thick (Stratum 3).
Stratum 4 consisted of a hard, compact clayey
soil; this layer was level on top, but its bottom
followed a rock fall irregularly. As in Trench 1,
Stratum 4 contained a renewed density
of sherds, with some tiny flecks of
charcoal as well. Below this was a
thin, irregular level of hard, white
clayish soil extending to 110 cm below
the surface (Stratum 5) which was
almost completely sterile and covered
a dense rock fall (Stratum 6).
We initially assumed that this
rock fall was bedrock. However,
continuing to excavate, below the rock
fall, we encountered another stratum
containing archaeological material.
Stratum 7 was a brownish, very hard,
compact sandy clay. It contained
several larger, chunky sherds, one of
which appears to be a fragment of
impressed ware. Significantly, while
obsidian is present in upper levels,

Figure 27. Penitenzeria, Trench 2, at depth 110 cm; view
from south.
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in the levels at the very bottom of Trench 2, and
one sherd from near the base of Trench 2 (110120 cm below datum, 1439) may be impressed
ware. Hence one interpretation is that there was
a Neolithic site in the northern part of the
terraced field, overlain by a post-Neolithic,
probably Bronze Age site; both were eroded
heavily after deposition, resulting in superficial
layers containing both kinds of materials.
If there is a deeply buried Neolithic site
at Penitenzeria, this would be important for
understanding Umbro: Umbro increasingly
appears a small site used for special purposes of
some kind, and there may well have been
contemporary habitation sites in open, level
areas such as Penitenzeria. However, both the
date and the nature of the occupation at
Penitenzeria needs to be confirmed with more
extensive testing.

Figure 28. Penitenzeria, Trench 2,
south profile
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5. UMBRO GREEK SITE: TEST EXCAVATIONS (LIN FOXHALL AND DAVID YOON)
what one would expect from a small, rural
‘farmhouse’ site of the Vari house type (Ellis
Jones, Sackett and Graham 1973). At the end of
the 1999 season, the site was briefly scrutinised
for possible test excavation the following year,
and in 2000 test excavation commenced.

5.1. Introduction
In the 2000 field season, test
excavations investigated the nature and the state
of preservation of site 18 (area 24), dubbed the
Umbro Greek Site by the project. The site is
located on a small, steep, irregular hill adjacent
to the cobbled mediaeval road leading up to
Umbro and ultimately, to Bova Superiore (Plan
3). The hill is one of the steeply sloping
outcrops of calcareous sandstone which form the
series of cliffs bounding the Umbro plateau on
the east (Plan 28). The lower end of the northern
section of the hill has been bulldozed in recent
years to level the area for the installation of an
electrical pylon.

The
most
important
questions
addressed by the programme of test excavation
were:
•

What was the state of preservation of the
site? Was enough preserved to warrant
more extensive excavation in future, or had
it been eroded out? Were any structures
intact, or had all been destroyed by
bulldozing for the electrical
pylon?
•

Figure 29. Umbro Greek site; site is located directly
behind electrical pylon on peak of sloping outcrop.

The site became known to the Bova
Marina Archaeological Project in 1997 in the
course of survey in the area focused on the
location of prehistoric sites and the investigation
of the prehistoric landscape. The site had
originally been discovered by Sebastiano
Stranges and Luigi Saccà, who pointed it out to
the BMAP directors, John Robb and David
Yoon. Bulldozing had brought numerous chunks
of tile, chunks of large storage jar, and fine and
plain ware sherds to the surface and a surface
collection was made. During the 1998 season,
Lin Foxhall visited the site briefly with John
Robb and confirmed that much of the datable
material was archaic and classical (sixth-fourth
centuries BC) Greek, and in conformity with

•
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What were the main structure(s)
of the site and where were they
located? The amount of roof tile
and ‘domestic’ pottery on the
surface suggested that there had
been at least one building on the
site with a tiled or partially tiled
roof. From comparable sites in
Mediterranean
environments
elsewhere in the Greek world a
single mudbrick structure might
be expected. However, sherd
material was not concentrated in a
single area, but scattered quite
widely all over the hill. Much of
the ground was densely covered
with Pistacia lentiscus, Genista
acanthoclada
and
Spartiun
junceum, which severely limited
visibility.

What was the dating and the ‘lifespan’ of
the site? Though it was clear from the
surface collections that the site was
generally ‘classical’, excavation might
allow more precise dating. Similar sites in
the Greek world usually have a relatively
short lifespan: 100-150 years or less. The
surface material suggested that this site
might have been occupied for longer, which
would make it somewhat unusual. Its
relatively long lifespan might be important
for interpreting site function and for
understanding its role within the classical
landscape of the region (particularly since it
is located some 50 km from the nearest
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ancient polis and about 5 km for
the nearest classical ‘village’ site
at Mazza (BMAP site 12).
A site datum was established
near the peak of the rocky outcrop to
anchor a grid. Three areas were chosen
for test pits, designated as Trenches 1,
2 and 3. These areas will be discussed
individually in the following sections.
All three trenches were excavated in
arbitrary 10 cm levels, measured from
a local trench datum point. All
sediment was screened in 5 mm mesh,
and finds were bagged by square and
level.

5.2. The trenches
5.2.1. Trench 1
Trench 1 is located on the
south side of the hill, a little below the
summit, on a south and west facing
location. It consists of a 1x2 meter
trench oriented east-west; the westerly
square (50n/50e) slightly higher than
the other, easterly one (50n/49e) (Plan
29, Plan 30). The location was
selected because it was relatively level,
with a moderate number of sherds on
the surface. Moreover, the hilltop
Figure 30. Umbro Greek site, Trench 1; east half
situation and southerly aspect match
(above) and west half (below) at closing from west
the situation and aspect of many Greek
(note: square coordinates in upper frame are wrong)
houses documented in both the
archaeological and textual record
(Nevett 1999: 24-5, 82-106, 137). The
first, with many small white bits in the soil. As
trench datum point was the ground surface at the
in stratum 101, it was mixed with what appeared
northeast corner of 50n/50e.
to be rock fall. There were occasional patches of
yellowish decomposed rock, generally found
The stratigraphy of Trench 1 is simple,
underneath largish rocks that had been removed.
consisting of two natural strata (strata 101-102,
This stratum sat directly on bedrock. Its
US 1-2). The surface stratum (stratum 101,
maximum thickness was 39 cm and a total of 51
US1) consisted of a brown loam topsoil mixed
artefacts were found. Again many were very
with many relatively small rocks which
tumbled and eroded, suggesting they had
appeared to be washed down from higher up the
originated elsewhere. However, a few artefacts
hill. Maximum thickness of the stratum was 19.5
(including a whole loom weight) and small
cm. Many plant roots were present, notably
fragments of burned mudbrick were lodged in
those of Pistacia lentiscus (wild pistachio) and
crevices in the bedrock. It would appear that
the bulbous roots of Urginea maratima (squill).
these reached their resting places much earlier
Few artefacts were found in this stratum (35 in
and were fairly rapidly covered by rockfall and
total), and most sherds were small and eroded,
eroded soil where they remained undisturbed.
suggesting that they had been much tumbled and
rolled. The soil in the second stratum (stratum
102, US2) was harder, paler and more
compacted than the
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was 8 cm. Stratum 203 (US5) appeared in the
highest and lowest squares (71n/45e and
71n/43e). Its maximum depth was 78 cm. It
consisted of a dark greyish brown silty clay/clay

5.3. Trench 2
Trench 2 was located about 10-20
meters south and above the electricity pylon, on
a west-facing slope (Plans 31-33). This spot was
chosen because a cut in the bank
exposed a profile containing sherds in
some strata, because of the proximity
of substantial deposits of large pieces
of roof tile suggesting a structure
nearby, and because of the Greek (and
Roman) tendency to favour westfacing slopes for houses. The 1x3
trench, oriented east-west, consisted of
three squares (71n/43e, 71n/44e,
71n/45e). These are situated on a very
steep slope running east-west, with the
highest part on the east side (thus
71n/45e is the highest square). The
ground surface at the southeastern
corner of 71n/45e served as datum
point for elevations.
Four natural strata were
recorded (strata 201-204, US3-6; note
that these are numbered sequentially to
avoid confusion with strata from
Trench 1 and Trench 3). Stratum 201
(US3) consisted of dry greyish brown
silt which was fairly hard and compact
where not loosened by roots.
Maximum depth was 38 cm. Root
disturbance
was
considerable,
especially some large, tough roots of
Pistacia lentiscus and the bulbous
roots of Urginea maratima. There was
some natural rock fall, but it rapidly
became clear (from about 10-20 cm
below the surface), first in the
southeastern corner of 71n/44e and
then in 71n/45e, the easternmost
square, that several large rocks
appeared to be aligned with others on
the surface outside the square,
suggesting the presence of a wall. Very
few finds were associated with this
stratum, and most were very eroded.
Stratum 202 (US4) consisted of a
small area of probable colluvium in the
northwest corner of the lowest square
(71n/43e), located at the foot of the
recent cut made during construction of
the electricity pylon. The rather loose,
greyish brown soil (Munsell 2.5Y5/2)
was somewhat lighter in colour than
that of stratum 201, but somewhat
darker than the adjoining cut bank.
There were few finds. Maximum depth

Figure 31. Umbro Greek, Trench 2. Upper: eastern
square from north; note ancient wall. Middle: center
square, from south. Bottom: western square, from
north.
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loam, mottled with lighter greyish areas
(Munsell 10YR4/2). The consistency was hard
and compact, and there were some rocks and
roots. In the lower square (71n/43e) more
artefacts were found at lower levels (-80-90 and
-90-100) and yellow-brown lumps of clay
material were tentatively identified as fragments
of mudbrick. In the upper square (71n/45e), the
wall with its footing stones was increasingly
revealed during the excavation of this stratum.
Few artefacts were found, but several large
pieces of Greek tile were discovered embedded
in the in ground in front of the wall: these may
perhaps have been part of a drain. Stratum 204
(US6) was a small area of silty clay behind (to
the east of) the wall in square 71n/45e. Its
maximum depth was about 10 cm. There were
many substantial rocks and some root activity. A
few chalky rocks were found.

5.2.3. Trench 3
Trench 3 is located close to the summit
of the hill, on the southern side. It consists of
one 1x1 m square (53n/55e)(Plan 34, Plan 35).
The location was selected in hopes of locating
the source of the artefact tumble discovered in
Trench 1, perhaps in the context of an actual
structure. The ground surface at the southeast
corner of the square supplied a datum elevation.
The trench was situated on a considerable slope:
at the start of excavation its southwestern corner
was 19 cm lower than the datum point in the
southeastern corner. The trench contained a
relatively shallow deposit, all of which appeared
to be a single stratigraphic context (stratum 301,
US7).. The greatest depth of the deposit was 30
cm. The soil consisted of a brown crumbly
loam, with few rocks: the rock fall characteristic
of Trench 1 was not present.

As revealed at the end of excavation of
At a depth of 10-20 cm below datum,
stratum 203 (US5), the wall consists of two
bedrock emerged in the NE quadrant of the
courses of large, roughly shaped sandstone
square. Considerable numbers of sherds,
blocks without mortar, with one regular face
including a number of large, well-preserved
(along the northwest side), and a third course of
pieces, were recovered. The best-preserved
smaller but wider sandstone pieces as a footing.
sherds were generally nestled in gaps in the
It is likely that the wall was originally higher;
bedrock. They were not eroded or rounded, and
similar large sandstone blocks were found fallen
hence did not appear to have travelled a long
into nearby parts of the trench, but the quantity
distance before reaching their final resting place.
is not sufficient for the entire height of the
structure to have been in stone.
Presumably the wall functioned as a
socle, perhaps a meter or so high, for a
mudbrick wall. So far only one face of
the wall has been identified; the
possibility cannot yet be excluded
therefore that it could have been a
terrace wall rather than a structural
wall, although the masonry (especially
the use of large, roughly squared
blocks) is quite unlike any terrace
walls we have observed in survey. The
other face, however, should be in or
beyond the southeastern corner of the
trench, in a location where deep
excavation was not possible in the
limited time available. Extension of
the trench to the south or east will be
Figure 32. Umbro Greek, trench 3, from west; note
necessary to test this hypothesis.
large pithos fragment.
At the -90-100 level on the E
side of the lower square (71n/43e), a
new stratum, 205, was identified but
not excavated. This new stratum was
characterised by lighter yellowish soil with
sherds and stones lying flat on the surface.

By 20-30 cm below datum, bedrock had
emerged over two thirds of the square. Small
fragments of burned mudbrick began to appear,
and a lead pot mend was found at this level. A
large fragment of a pithos began to emerge in
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the eastern profile. By 30-40 cm,
bedrock covered most of the north side
of the trench. The eastern side of this
bedrock displayed a shallow arc of
curve, and may possibly have been
slightly
worked,
perhaps
to
accommodate a large storage jar. Two
flat aligned rocks emerged on the
south side. Between these two rocks,
as well as between them and the
bedrock, small deposits of burned
mudbrick and charcoal were found. It
is possible that if the trench were
extended these two rocks might turn
out to be part of a wall, but it is
impossible to be certain of this at the
present stage of excavation. More of
the very large pithos fragment in the
eastern profile was exposed, and a
piece of tile or pithos also emerged in
the western profile. Very large
numbers of sherds and one piece of
obsidian, a triangular flake, were also
found in this level.
It is possible, but by no means
certain, that this trench has revealed a
very small part of a structure built
against an outcrop of bedrock which
has been slightly modified to take a
large storage jar. Certainly the finds of
mudbrick and charcoal, along with the
large number of pottery finds suggest
that the trench is close to a structure of
some sort. Unlike Trench 2, little roof
tile was found, so if a structure was
present it is not likely to have had a tile
roof. However, despite the finds of
several large and well preserved
fragments of pottery, some other
sherds were small and eroded,
suggesting redeposition or erosion
rather than a primary context. Further
excavation is essential to test this
hypothesis.

Figure 33. Umbro Greek site: ceramic and non-ceramic
finds. Middle: lead vesel repair. Bottom: impasto loom
weight.
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all three trenches was in good condition and
appeared to have moved very little, if at all since
its original deposition.

5.3. Finds
The large majority of the finds were ceramic:

Finds range in date from a
small but significant number of
impasto sherds which are likely to be
prehistoric to a few modern sherds in
the surface strata. There is nothing
which is clearly Roman or mediaeval.
The large majority of finds appear on
preliminary analysis to be classical
pottery: coarse, plain and fine wares.
Most of the fine ware black
glazed sherds represent cups and
bowls of the late sixth-fourth centuries
BC, though it is possible even at this
early stage of analysis to date some
more precisely. For example a red and
black glazed ring-and-dot base
probably from a one-handled cup
(1405-1) is closely paralleled by
Agora 737, and is likely to date from
the early fifth century BC. The base of
a small bowl or cup (1424-2) is similar
to Agora 832, dating to the later fourth
century BC. One small sherd
decorated with a now faint maeander
in brown paint probably dates from at
least the early sixth century BC, and
possibly the seventh century BC: this
is the earliest datable find thus far. At
present, most of the coarse and plain
wares are not closely datable, though
the two casseroles (lopades) from
Trench 3 may well be fifth or fourth
century BC.
The general character of the
ceramic finds, including large storage
jars (pithoi), amphorae, cooking pots,
plain and fine ware vessels suggests
domestic occupation. Most seem to
have been locally produced. However,
one type of black glazed cup fabric,
which is grey with small black
(volcanic?) inclusions may be Sicilian.
Also, some amphora fabrics may
originate in the Aegean.
Figure 34. Umbro Greek: ceramic finds (continued)

Other finds of interest include
a lead pot mend and a coarse impasto
trapezoidal loom weight, both of
which underpin the interpretation of the site as
domestic occupation. The loom weight is
interesting because in both shape and weight it
is exactly like the fine ware black glazed and

pottery sherds and tile (Plan 36). Many sherds in
levels containing rock fall were substantially
eroded, suggesting they were not found in a
primary context. However, some material from
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relationship to each other. It is also not certain
that these are the only structure(s) on the site.
These are key problems for future investigation.
We have, however, produced probable evidence
for (unfired) mudbrick structures build on a
stone socle, including at least one with a tile
roof (or partially tiled roof).

plain loom weights well known from classical
(sixth-fourth centuries BC) Greek sites in both
Greece and Magna Graecia, but the fabric is a
distinctive coarse impasto, perhaps suggesting
domestic rather than specialist manufacture. The
closest parallels are to be found in the crude
loom weights from archaic and classical Sparta,
from the site of Artemis Orthia. Also of special
interest is the triangular obsidian flake from
Trench 3. This is different in shape from the
obsidian bladelets, flattish flakes and irregular
shatter most commonly found in prehistoric
contexts. It was also found in a context which if
not entirely primary, was virtually entirely
classical. It is likely, therefore, that this
represents not a prehistoric intrusion, but a
genuinely classical period use of obsidian, most
likely for threshing sledge teeth or sickle blades.

5.4.3. Dating and lifespan of the site
Although it is now clear that the site
was occupied in the later archaic and classical
periods (sixth-fourth centuries BC) it is difficult
to be more precise at present. On the basis of
preliminary analysis, the finds from Trenches 1
and 3 do not appear significantly different in
character or in date from those in Trench 2. If
the site was occupied continuously over the
period, it has a remarkably long lifespan
compared to most ancient Greek house sites.
Further excavation, revealing more of the
original structure(s) may add greater precision
to the dating, and our understanding of the
chronology of the spatial organisation on the
site. Further investigation may also clarify the
significance of the prehistoric component of the
site. Certainly in raises further questions. Did
the Greeks deliberately settle on a pre-existing
(or even visible) prehistoric site? Or was the
prehistoric occupation so much earlier that it
was irrelevant to the later Greek settlement?
More precise dating of the prehistoric elements
and more information on the earliest phases of
Greek occupation will help to answer these
questions.

5.4. Conclusions and future research
This
season’s
excavation
were
exploratory in character, and necessarily
operated on a very small scale. However, we
were able to address our original questions to
some extent.

5.4.1. The state of preservation of the site
The site appears to be sufficiently well
preserved to warrant further investigation and
excavation. In particular, the wall and possible
drain in Trench 2 appear to constitute a primary
context of some sort. This is likely part of a
structure, which appears to be ancient and
probably classical. Although a terrace wall is a
theoretical possibility, the angle of the wall
looks wrong in relation to the slope for a terrace
wall: it cross-cuts the contour instead of
following it. Also, if the tile embedded in front
of the wall really does turn out to be part of an
ancient drain, this would not be characteristic of
a terrace wall though it would be appropriate for
a structure. Extending Trench 3 to the east and
south may also reveal the remains of another
ancient, classical structure.

Certainly it is clear that the site
warrants further investigation and excavation.
The majority of the Greek ‘farmhouses’
investigated in southern Italy and Sicily date to
the fourth and third centuries BC, and few
architectural remains can be dated to the sixth
and fifth centuries BC (Nevett 1999: 151). At
this stage in our investigation, we cannot safely
date any architectural remains, though a
substantial number of the finds on the Umbro
Greek site appear to be earlier than the fourth
century BC. Potentially, this site could add new
and vital information to our understanding of the
process of colonisation, in particular Greek
colonists’ exploitation of the rural landscape of
southern Calabria.

5.4.2. The main structures on the site
Although we have discovered evidence
for probably one, and possibly two, structures, it
is not clear what sort of structures these are, nor
can we be certain of their size, functions, and
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Table 1. Umbro Trench 1: Paleobotanical samples from 2000 excavations.

1

Sample N.

170180
50

Depth
Volume
common
name

Taxon

part

cereals
(unid.)
barley
einkorn/
emmer

Cerealia

gr

Hordeum vulgare
Triticum
monococcum/
dicoccum
einkorn/
Triticum
emmer
monococcum/
dicoccum
emmer
Triticum dicoccum
Schank
wheat
Triticum sp.
wheat
Triticum sp.
bread wheat? Triticum cf.
aestivum/compactum
TOTAL CEREALS
vetch

grasses

Lathyrus
cicera/sativus
Prunus sp.
Poaceae (medium)
Tuber?

2

3

8

6

7

5

4

Tr. 1 - Tr. 1 - Tr. 1 - Tr. 1 - Tr. 1 - Tr. 1 - Tr. 1 - Tr. 1 9N 9N 9N 9N 9N 9N 9N 9N 37E
37E
37E
37E
37E
37E
37E
37E

Source

gr
gr

2
1

glb

190200
50

210220
30

230240
50

250260
N/A

260270
50

280290
N/A

300310
N/A

4

15

20

10

20

7

2

3

11

8

6

5

3
1

2

2

1

f
ri
gr
ri

1
1
1

4

1

9

28

s
st
s

2
3
30

21

1
1
1

1

1

45

1

25

11

5
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Table 2. Prehistoric ceramics from Umbro.
Traditional
name

Paste

Neolithic
1a

Stentinello

variable
-- fine to
coarse

Neolithic
1b

Stentinello

variable
– fine to
coarse

Neolithic
2a

Impressed

coarse

Neolithic
2b

Impressed

coarse

Neolithic
2c

Impressed

fine

Neolithic
3

Buff or redpainted

fine

buff, redslipped or redpainted on
buff

Neolithic
4a

Diana

variable
– fine to
coarse

red-slipped,
burnished;
trumpet
handles

Neolithic
4b

Diana

variable
– fine to
coarse

color variable,
surface dull

Neolithic
5

--

variable

undecorated

Copper
Age 1

Copper Age

variable

Bronze
Age 1

Bronze Age

?

decorated
with bosses,
impressions,
grooves
plain or
slipped;
everted rims,
raised handles

Decoration
stamped
geometric
designs,
colored
encrustation
stamped
geometric
designs,
colored
encrustation
rough,
irregular
impressions;
sometimes
smoothed but
not burnished
rough,
irregular
impressions;
sometimes
smoothed but
not burnished
rocker or
“stab and
drag”
impressions

Vessel size
and forms

Functional notes

Use

cups, bowls
up to .5 liter

well-fired; high external
burnish serves to help
hold liquids; high labor
input, high visual
impact
well-fired; high external
burnish serves to help
hold liquids; high labor
input, high visual
impact
internal burnish may
help hold liquids or
retain heat; medium
thick walls strong but
also transmit heat well

serving,
small
storage (?)

bowls, jars,
flasks, up to
2 liters

medium size
jars, bowls

cooking?
storage?

large jars

rough surface helps
handling

cooking?
bulk solid
storage?

large jars

high interior burnish
holds liquids and
excludes moisture,
rough outside helps
handling; probably too
heavy to lift when full
stylistic alternative to
stamped vessels?

static bulk
solid or
liquid
storage

well-fired; high external
burnish helps hold
liquids; high labor
input, high visual
impact. Stylistic
alternative/ successor to
1a, 1b, and 3
sometimes poorly fired

serving,
small
storage (?)

small to
medium
thin-walled
jars, bowls,
and flasks
shallow
bowls

all sizes;
jars and
bowls
dominate
?

?

jars, bowls,
cups,
storage jars

46

serving,
small
storage (?)

perhaps special purpose
(e.g. hemispherical
bowls for cooking,
other forms for special
storage, etc.)
? known from few
examples

poorly fired soft fabric,
surface easily eroded

serving,
small
storage (?)

various
(storage,
cooking,
serving)
cooking?
storage?

?

storage,
cooking,
serving
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Table 3. Umbro: radiocarbon dates.
Sample

Material

Trench

Level

ID

Umbro-1

Charcoal

3

210-220 cm

Beta122935

Uncal.
Date
1770 +/60 BP

Umbro-2

Charcoal

3

220-230 cm

--

--

Umbro-3

Charcoal

1 (-8n/37e)

Beta122937

4330 +/50 BP

Umbro-4

Charcoal

1 (-8n/37e)

Beta122938

5790 +/50 BP

Umbro-5

Charcoal

1 (-8n/36e)

181 cm,
sublocus 1
(Stratum 3)
210-220 cm
(Base of
Stratum 3)
250-260 cm
(Stratum 5)

Beta122939

6750 +/50 BP

Umbro-6

Animal
bone
Human
bone

4

Stratum I

modern

3

180-190 cm

Beta122940
Beta125061

Umbro13

Charcoal

1 (-7n/36e)

160-170 cm
(Strata II/III)

Beta135146

5930 +/70 BP

Umbro15

Charcoal

1 (-7n/36e)

Beta135147

6620 +/60 BP

Umbro19

Charcoal

6 (60n/6e)

Beta135150

3390 +/60 BP

Umbro23

Charcoal

1 (-9n/38e)

180-190 cm
(top of
Stratum III)
60-70 (III:
same level as
base of pot
scatter
310-320

Beta147286

4150 +/40 BP

Umbro-7

1600 +/40 BP

Calibrated
date*
AD 120 415 (AD
250)
-3045 2880 BC
(2910 BC)
4780 4515 BC
(4680 BC)
5685 5565 BC
(5600 BC)
modern
AD 395560 (AD
440)
4945-4615
BC (4785
BC)
5660-5485
BC (5610
BC)
1865-1520
BC (1680
BC)

Notes
Late Roman

sample not
analyzed
Copper Age

Middle
Neolithic
Early
Neolithic
AMS date; no
valid result
AMS date;
Late Roman
AMS date

AMS date

AMS date

2880-2580 AMS date;
BC (2860, Copper Age;
2810,
probably
2690)
intrusive
* calibrated date is 2 sigma, 95% probability range with intersection of radiocarbon age with calibration
curve in parentheses
**Umbro-2, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 16, 17, 18, and 20 are charcoal samples archived and not dated.
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Table 4. Summary of finds from prehistoric excavations, 1998-2000.
site
Limaca
Limaca
Pen
Pen
Pen
Pen
Pen
Pen
Pen
Pen
Pen
Pen
Pen
SP
SP
SP
SP
Umbro
Umbro
Umbro
Umbro
Umbro
Umbro
Umbro
Umbro
Umbro
Umbro
Umbro
Umbro
Umbro
Umbro
Umbro
Umbro
Umbro
Umbro
Umbro
Umbro
Umbro
Umbro
Umbro
Umbro

trench
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
0
0
1
2
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
6
6
6
6
6
6
7
7
7

context ceramic
1
0
0
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
1
3
1
2
0
0
1
2
3
4
5
24
0
0
23
0
11
0
12
13
14
15
16
18
25
19
20
21

79
3
2
46
43
15
24
8
8
18
12
98
6
53
68
3
6
39
235
691
1220
847
768
208
2
36
14
64
11
304
6
45
12
1017
581
296
179
26
64
50
4

daub

fauna grounds human
tone
bone
2
1

lithics

other

8
1

1
3

1
2
1

71
86
317
517
740
170
1

3

38
238
380
494
883
293
14
6
9
167

3
2
12
12
4
3

2
2

6
10
61
116
113
84
17

1
2
5
3
5
5

8
4
435

2
2
12

1

1
10

5
1
3

2

2

12

5

51
67
17

25
10
3

5
1

1
3
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Table 5. Bag-by-bag inventory of finds from prehistoric excavations, 2000 season (not including lithics,
for which catalogue not yet complete)
bag
1237
1238
1239
1240
1241
1242
1243
1244
1245
1247
1250
1251
1252
1253
1254
1255
1256
1257
1258
1259
1261
1262
1263
1264
1265
1266
1267
1268
1269
1270
1271
1277
1278
1279
1280
1281
1282
1283
1284
1285
1286
1287
1288
1289
1290
1291
1298
1299
1300
1301
1302
1303
1304
1306
1307

site
Umbro
Limaca
Umbro
Umbro
Umbro
Umbro
Umbro
Umbro
Umbro
Umbro
Umbro
Umbro
Umbro
Umbro
Umbro
Umbro
Umbro
Umbro
Umbro
Umbro
Limaca
Limaca
Umbro
Umbro
Umbro
Umbro
Umbro
Umbro
Umbro
Umbro
Pen
Pen
Pen
Pen
Umbro
Umbro
Umbro
Umbro
Umbro
Umbro
Umbro
Umbro
Umbro
Umbro
Umbro
Umbro
Pen
Pen
Umbro
Umbro
Umbro
Umbro
Umbro
Pen
Pen

trench
1
2
6
1
1
1
1
1
1
6
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
6
6
6
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
6
1
1
1
1
6
1
1
1
1
1
6
6
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

n

e

-7
999
999
-6
-6
-8
-8
-8
-7
-8
-6
-6
-7
-7
-8
-8
-8
999
-8
-8
999
999
-6
-7
-7
-8
-8
-8
-8
999
21
22
21
22
999
-8
-9
-9
-8
-9
999
999
-8
-8
-9
-9
22
21
-9
-9
-9
-8
-8
21
21

-37
999
999
-36
-36
-38
-38
-38
-36
-60
-36
-36
-36
-36
-38
-38
-38
999
-60
-60
999
999
-36
-36
-36
-38
-38
-38
-38
999
21
21
21
21
999
-38
-37
-37
-38
-37
999
999
-37
-38
-37
-37
21
21
-37
-37
-37
-37
-38
21
21

depth
0-250
0
0
260-270
250-260
0-170
180-190
170-180
260-270
0-150
270-280
280-290
270-280
280-290
190-200
200-210
0-200
0-150
160-170
170-180
0-40
0-40
290-300
290-300
300-310
210-220
220-230
230-240
240-250
0-150
0-20
20-30
20-30
0-20
0-150
250-260
170-180
0-160
260-270
160-170
0
0-150
270-280
270-280
180-190
190-200
30-40
30-40
200-210
210-220
220-230
280-290
280-290
40-50
50-60

ceramics
65
3

daub

fauna

40

ground human
stone
bone
22
2

other
1

1
5
2
10
15
9
4
15
5
1
13
1
16
4
3
161
5
16
48
31
6
5
10
14
11
24
164
28
19
24
18
94
26
16
75
14
35
16
10
6
21
34
35
2
1
21
11
29
12
9
2
2
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4
5
1

5
3
2
4
2
1

1

3

6

3

9
1
8
4
5
1

1
2

1

7

10

1
9
37
6
34
1

4
2
8
11
24

13

1

1

3
14
5
6
8
8

10
18
13
9
8

10
14
45

9
5
18
58

19
36
16
2
14

16
50
31
4
23

1

1
1
1

1
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1308
1309
1310
1318
1319
1320
1322
1323
1325
1326
1327
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Plan 1. Areas surveyed, 1997-2000.
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Plan 2. Areas surveyed around Umbro, 1997-2000.
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Plan 3. The Umbro plateau: aerial photo showing sites excavated.
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Plan 4. Umbro, Site map.
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Plan 5. Umbro, Trench 1: plan.
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Plan 6. Umbro, Trench 1, north end: eastern profile.

Plan 7. Umbro, Trench 1, north end: western profile.
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Plan 8. Umbro, Trench 1, north end: northern profile.
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Plan 9. Umbro, Trench 1, west end: plan.
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Plan 10.

Umbro, Trench 1, west end: south profile.
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Plan 11.

Umbro, Trench 1, west end: west profile.
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Plan 12.

Umbro, Trench 1, west end: north profile.
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Plan 13.

Umbro, Trench 6, plan.
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Plan 14.

Umbro, Trench 6, sherd counts on excavated surface.
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Plan 15.

Umbro, Trench 6, north profile.
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Plan 16.

Umbro, Trench 6, east profile.
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Plan 17.

Umbro, Trench 6, south profile.

Plan 18.

Umbro, Trench 6, road cut profile.
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Plan 19.

Umbro, Trench 6, -2/-58 profile.

Plan 20.

Limaca, Trench 1, plan.
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Plan 21.

Limaca, Trench 1, profile.
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Plan 22.

Limaca, Trench 2, plan and profile.
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Plan 23.

Penitenzeria, surface distribution of archaeological material.
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Plan 24.

Penitenzeria, Trench 1, plan.
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Plan 25.

Penitenzeria, Trench 1, profile.

Plan 26.

Penitenzeria, Trench 2, plan.
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Plan 27.

Penitenzeria, Trench 2, profile.
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Plan 28.

Umbro Greek site, general map.
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Plan 29.

Umbro Greek site, Trench 1, plan.
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Plan 30.

Umbro Greek site, Trench 1, profile.
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Plan 32.

Umbro Greek site, Trench 2, profile.
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Plan 33.

Umbro Greek site, Trench 2, wall elevation.
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Plan 34.

Umbro Greek site, Trench 3, plan.
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Plan 35.

Umbro Greek site, Trench 3, profile.
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Plan 36.

Umbro Greek site, ceramic drawings.
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Umbro Pottery - Sheet 157 HF 23/7/00
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Umbro Pottery - Sheet 164 HF 23/7/00
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Umbro Pottery - Sheet 166 HF 23/7/00
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